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Abstract

Observation of signds at internal nodes is an important part of integrated circuit
failure analysis. However, decreasing circuit dimensions and operating voltages and
increasing complexity and clock speeds are making these observations more difficult The
electrostatic force microscope is an instrument that may have the simplicity, non-invasive-

ness and high spatial, temporal and electric potential resolution needed to probe internal
nodes of the latest integrated circuits. This report describes how the software of an existing digital scanning probe microscope controller was modified for scanning electrostatic

force microscopy. Several new features were added, including an algorithm to separate the

electrostatic force signal nom the circuit topography. The report also introduces a signal
measurement technique that uses phase modulation to improve the temporal resolution of
rectangular sampling pulses, at the cost of uiforrnation about the measured signal's shape.
This technique was used to measwe transition times with 280 ps resolution, and propaga-

tion delays with 10 ps resolution on a microstrip transmission line using 1 ns sampluig
puises. Wïth the modified digital scanning probe microscope controller, it was used to

characterize the gate delay of an integrated inverter, and image the electrostatic force over
several integrated inverters at an instant in tirne.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation for internal node signal measurement
Testing is an important part of integrated circuit (IC) development. Mer an IC is

designed and fabncated, it is tested to verifjr its hctionality and characterize its performance. Its design and manufacture can then be revised to increase yield and q d i t y .

I f an IC fails, the defect must be localized and the failure mechanimn detennined if

improvernents are to be made. Measurement of signals at interna1 nodes of integrated circuits is clearly a useful ability here. The high complexity of modern ICs makes observa-

tion of internal nodes through extemai pins difficult. Therefore, an instrument capable of

making direct measurernents of intemal node signals would be a benefit to IC failure analysis.

I

2
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In today's environment of shrinking devices, iacmashg clock speeds, and decreasing operating voltages, such an instrument must have high spatial and temporal resolution

as well as high voltage sensitivity. It should be simple to use to reduce cycle time and
costs, and prefmbly be nondestructive. It should also be able to pdorm measurements

on an active integrated circuit without disturbing the circuit's operation. One instrument
being exploreci for this application is based on a scanning probe microscopy technique
called electrostatic force microscopy (EFM).

1.2 Project goals and scope
The original objective of this thesis was to measure signal skew at interna1 nodes
of integrated circuits using a new EFM signal measurement method. However, it was soon

realized that the development of electrostatic force microscopy at the University of Manitoba was limited by the lack of an EFM controller. At that time, the hardware of an existing scanning probe microscope controller was being upgraded for increased flexibility by
A. Lemus [Il. Given changes to its software, this control system could be used with an

EFM. Therefore, upgrading the controller's software was undertaken as a secondary
objective, focusing on EFM control.
-

-

- - -

1.3 Organization of this report
This chapter establishes the motivation for measuring signals at intemal noda of

integrated circuits. It states the goals of this project and descnies the organization of this
report.

The oext chapter reviews several techniques for measurllig interna1 node signais
other than EFM, to provide the context for this work.
The following chapter briefly overviews scanning probe microscopy (SPM)techniques and technology. This is usefiil for understanding both electrostatic force microscopy and the SPM control system.
Next, the principles behind electmstatic force microscopy are presented. Selected

modes of operation and the instrument's performance are examineci.
The next two chaptns descriie the changes made to the scanning probe micro-

scope controIIer and its user interface.

This is followed by an explanation of the new signai measurement technique, its
advantages and disadvantages. Some measurements are pprformed using this technique
and the results are discussed.
Finally, some conclusions based on the results of this project are given.

Interna1 node signal
measurement techniques

-

--

2.1

.. - - - - ---

-

Introduction
Besides the electrostatic force microscope, a nrmiber of instruments can monitor

signals inside integrated circuits. A few are commercial tools, but most exist only in

research laboratones and are being developed in cornpetition with EFM. Several of these
intemal node signal m e m e m e n t schernes are presented here to estabiish the context for
this report.

2.2

Contact probing
The simplest way to measure a signal at an intenial node of an integrated circuit is

to electrically contact an intercomect with a mechanical probe and observe the signal on

an oscilloscope. There are various problems with this technique that depend on the type of
probe used. These problems include lirnited bandwidth, the necessity of removing the IC's
4
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protective passivation layer, and the nsk of damaging the IC at the contact point. Accurate
positioning is difficult on finely detailed circuits, and capacitive loaâing of the circuit by
the probe can affect its behaviour. Some probes require special coplanar waveguide contacts to be fabncated onto the IC in anticipation of intemal probing.
-

2.3

--

-

-

--

Electron beam testing and photoemission probing
The electron beam tester (EBT)[2] is a commercial instrument based on the scan-

ning electron microscope. It stimulates emission of secondary electrons fkom an integrated
circuit using a focused electmn beam. The energy of these secondary electrons depends on
with a secondary electron collector
the electric potential at the focal point, and is mea~u~ed
and retarding grid spectrometer. Absolute potential measurements require calibration and
can be difficult, but voltage contrast measurements are often adequate for digital signals.

The EBT technique is iilustrated in Figure 2.1.
eiectron beam
r

I
L

- - - - - - -,

voltage measurement

secondary electrons

device under test

Figure 2.1

Electron beam testing.

High frequency signais with a hown repetition rate c m be measured with short
electron pulses synchronized to the on-chip signal. niese pulses sample the signal at one

point in its period, just as a strobe light can reveai the position of a rotating fan when it

2
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flashes. By shifting the phase between the pulsed electron beam and the on-chip signal,
the entire high fkequency waveform can be sampled. If the electron beam is sirnultane-

ously scanned across several intercomects, multiple signals can be measured at the same
time. This measwement is a typical

EBT technique called logic state mapping. It gener-

ates a voltage image as a fimction of position and phase as shown in Figure 2.2.
SIGNAL LOOP

CLOCK NO.

'

ELECTRONS

CLOCK MO.

Figure 2 2

Logic state mappuig in EBT 131.

Electron beam testing has a few disadvantages. Spatial and temporal resolution are
lirnited by the focusing and chopping of the electron beam. Charge storage in the passivation layer c m affect measurements, and there is a srnail nsk of radiation damage. Also, the

device under test must be placed in a vacuum chamber, which complicates and slows the
testing procedure.

Photoemission probing [4] is sunilar to EBT,except that a laser is used to stimulate
emission of secondary electrons.

2

2.4
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Electrwptic probing
in the presence of an electric field, the index of rehction of certain crystals

changes depending on the field's magnitude and direction. This change alters the polarintion of a beam of light passing through such a crystai. Electm-optic probing [SI uses this

effect to measure electnc fields inside integrated circuits and thus infer the electric poten-

tials of nearby conductors.
If an IC is fabncated with an electro-optic substrate such as gallium arsenide or

indium phosphide, electro-optic probing can be p e r f o d simply by passing an optical
probe beam through part of the substrate. Alternatively, a small electro-optic crystal can be
placed at the test point for extemal probing, as in Figure 2.3.
optical probe beam

device under test
Figure 23 Extemal electro-opâcprobing.

Electro-optic probing has excellent temporal resolution. However, its spatial reso-

lution is limitecl by the optical beam width, and it can be susceptible to crosstalk effects. In
the case of extemal probing, the crystal can capacitively Load the circuit.

2

2.5
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Photoconductive sampling
Photoconductive sampling [6] uses a small probe containing a photoconductive

switch. One side of the switch is connected to the device under test, whiIe the other side is
connecteci to the measurement electronics. By exposing the switch to an ultrashort laser
pulse, it is briefly himed on and samples the circuit signal. As in electron beam testing, by

shifting the phase between the sampling pulse and the circuit signai an entire repetitive
waveform can be sarnpied. A diagram of the photoconductive sampling setup is given in
Figure 2.4.

photoconductive switch
probe

Figure 2.4

Photoconductive sampluig.

The spatial resolution and capacitive loading of the photoconductive sampling
technique depends on the geometry of the probe. Temporal resolution is limiteci by the
performance of the switch.

2.6

Near-field probing
Near-field probing [7] is a simple technique ushg electromagnetic probes posi-

tioned close to the device under test. The circuit signal is capacitively or inductively cou-

2
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pied to the probe for rneasurement This technique has a wide bandwidth, but poor spatiai
resolution.

An overview of scanning probe
microscopy

3.1

Introduction
Conventional optical and electron microscopes use lenses to refhct radiation that

has interacted with a sample. Difiction limits the spatial resolution of these microscopes
to about haif the wavelength of the radiation used. In contrast, scanning probe micro-

scopes (SPMs) measure localized properties of a sample using its interaction with a very

sharp probe operated very close to its surface. Scanning probe microscopes are not limited
by difiaction and can achieve much greater spatial resolution. Developed in the early
1980s, SPMs were quickly adopted in many fields and have been used to study everything

fiom magnetic domains to DNA- This chapter briefly ïntroduces the field of scanning
probe microscopy, with emphasis on scanning force microscopy.

3
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-

3.2

-- .
-

Scanning t u m e h g mkroscopy
In 1982, Binnig et al. published a paper descriiing an instrument capable of meas-

uring surface topography with atomic resolution [8]. Gerd Binnig and Heinricb Rohrer

would later receive the Nobel Prize for their invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM).

The STM was the first scanning probe microscope. As shown in Figure 3.1, it uses
a sharp, conducting probe placed less than 1 nm fiom the surface of a conductuig sample.
When a bias voltage is applied between the probe and sample, the short distance between
them allows charge carriers to tunnel f?om one to the other. Since the huinelling curent
decays exponentially with distance, the gap between the closest points on the probe and
the sample can be measured with tremendous resolution. By scanning the probe over the

sample, it is possible to image individual atoms on the sample's surface.

sample
Figure 3.1 The probe and sample of a scanning tunuelling microscope.

Scanning tunnelling microscopes c m be operated in two modes: constant height
and constant current.

In constant height mode, the probe is moved in a flat plane above the sample. The
variations in the huinelling current versus position fonn an image.

3
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In constant current mode, the tunneiiing current is kept constant by moving the
probe closer or M e r from the sample whiie scanning. For example, if an increase in the
hinnelling current is detected, the probe is pulled away fiom the sample to compensate. In
this mode, the variations in the probe height constitute the image. Constant height mode

and constant current mode are compared in Figure 3.2.

I

tunnelling current

probe path
probe path

probe
a

8
/

8

\
\

/

\
\

Figure 3.2 Constant height mode (left) versus constant curremt mode in STM.

Strictly speakùig, the images obtained with a scanning tunnelling microscope are
tunnelling probability images, not distance images. Both the surface and probe topographies and their electronïc structures contriiute to the images. Although this coupling is
problematic for those interesteci in mapping the d a c e topography, it has been exploited
by some to perfom localized spectroscopy measurements.

3.3

Scanning force microscopy
Scanning force microscopy (SFM) is a broad subclass of scanning probe micros-

copy. As s h o w in Figure 3.3, a scanning force microscope uses a sharp probe mounted on

3 An ovemïew of scanningprobe microscopy
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the end of a small, flexible cantilever beam. Forces acting between the probe and sample

detlect the cantilever accordhg to Hooke's Law. These forces typically decay as the
probe-sample gap increases. By scanning the probe over the sample and mapping the
interaction force, locaiized surface properties can be mea~uced.

Figure 3 3 Rie pmbe and sample ofa scanning force microscope-

Like the STM, SFMs have two modes of operation: constant height mode and constant force mode.
Constant height mode SFM is much like constant height mode STM. The probe is
scanned in a fiat plane over the sample and the cantilever deflections are used to map the
surface forces.

In constant force mode, a feedback control system modulates the probe-sample
separation to maintain a constant cantilever defkction and thus a constant force. The
movement of the sample forms a constant force contour, which is recordai as an image.
This mode is slower than constant height mode, but is more popular because it limits the
probe-sample force.
In addition to these two operating modes, scannhg force microscopes have three

different imaging modes: contact imaghg, noncontact imaging, and intemittent contact
imaging. The choice of imaging mode depends on what force is to be measured.

3 An ovewiew of scanningprobe microscopy
3

Contact imaging

The first scanning force microscope was the contact mode atomic force microscope (AFM), descrilied by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber in 1986 191. This microscope uses a
probe that makes a gentle physical contact with a sample, like the needle of a record player
contacting a record. By scanning the probe over the surface, the repulsive interatomic
forces betur-een them can ùe mapped This map folbws the swface topography, with spatial resolution Limiteci by the sharpness of the probe. AIthough the AFM does not boast the

same resolution as the STM,it has the advantage that the probe and sample do not have to
be conductors.

The contact imaging mode has been extended to measure various sample properties in addition to topography. Scanning capacitance microscopy (SCaM)CL O] uses a
capacitance sensor to measure variations in probe-sample capacitance as the probe is
scanned over the sample. Scanning resistance microscopy (SRM) [Il] uses the cment
flowing through the contact between a biased, conductbg probe and the sample to measure IocaIized sample resistance-

3.3.2

Noncontact imaging

The noncontact imaging mode uses a larger probe-sarnple gap and longer ranging

forces than the interatomic forces of contact mode to image a sample. The long range

nature of these forces gives this imaging mode poorer resolution thm contact mode, but it
is useful when contact between the probe and sample is undesirable. For example, noncontact mode AFM using attractive van der Waals forces can image sofi samples that
would be deformed by the contact pressure of the probe in contact mode.

3 An overvzëw of scanningprobe microscopy
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Noncontact SFMs comrnonly use a technique calied force gradient detection, or ac
detection, to measure the cantilever deflection. Since the forces acting on the probe in
noncontact mode are typicdly much smaller than those in contact mode, the cantilever
deflection is much smailer and detection of these forces is more difficuk Force gradient
detection is more sensitive than simple force detection.

Force gradient detection exploits the behaviour of the cantiiever versus the derivative of the probe-sample force with respect to the distance between them [12]. This derivative is called the force gradient A cantilever's resonant fiequency varies with the square

root of its effective spring constant, which in tum varies with the force gradient it experiences. An SFM can thus be operated in constant force mode by adjusting the probe-sample
distance to keep the cantiiever resonant frequency constant. Measuring the resonant fiequency usually requires vibrating the cantilever at or near that fiequency.

The noncontact imaging mode is used, as previously mentioned, in noacontact
AFM to image soît samples. It has also been used to study charge distriiutions with electrostatic force microscopy [l3], and to image magnetic domains with magnetic force

microscopy (MFM) [141.
3.3.3

Intermittent contact imaging
Intermittent contact imagïng, or tapping mode, is similar to noncontact M M . In

this case, the probe is allowed to gently touch the sample while it is w'bratiag-This technique allows M M imaging with high resolution but low force.

3 An ovemèw of scanningprobe microscopy
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3.4 Scanning force microscope construction
This section describes the main components of a typical scanning force microscope. A schernatic diagram of such a system is given in Figure 3.4.
cantilever
deflechon
computer

Figure 3.4

3.4.1

positionhg
systeni

Schematic diagram ofa typical scaaning force microscope.

Cantilever probe

Commercial SFM cantilevers are usually microfabricated fiom silicon or silicon
nitride, with a pyramidal or conical probe at the end. Typical dimensions for the cantilevei
might be 100 jim in length and 1 pm in thickness, with a resonant frequency on the order

of 10 kHz and a spring constant of 1 N/m. The probes of magnetic force microscope c a t i levers are coated with magnetic material, while electrostatic force microscope cantilevers
are coated with enough metal to form a conducting path to the probe. Figure 3.5 shows a

common, V-shaped cantilever. The V-shape malces the cantilever resistant to twisting,
which is generally undesirable. "Diving-board" shaped cantilevers and macroscopic cantilevers are also used in some applications.

3 An overview of scanningprobe rnicroscopy

Figure 3.5

Diagram of a microfabricated SFM cantilever, with probe pointing upwards,

The mechanicd fiequency response of an SFM cantilever to extemal forces is

important when studying a noncontact technique. For Q » 1 the magnitude of this
response is approximately

where oris the cantilever resonant frequency, Q is the quality factor, and k is the spring

constant [lS]. Far below the resonant frequency, the cantilever defiects according to
Hooke's Law. Near that fiequency, the defiection of the cantilever is enhanced by its quality factor. Above resonance, the cantilever does wt rapond to applied forces.

3.4.2

Piezoelectric scanner

The mechanism used in many SFMs to scan the probe relative to the sample is a
cylinder of piezoelectric material such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT).The sample is
mounted atop the cylinder, and the sample is scanned while the probe remains stationary.
Piezoelectric materials change their dimensions under an applied elecaic field. By
attaching four eletrodes to the outside of a hollow piezoelectric tube and one to the inside

3 An ovemTVIew
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as shown in Figure 3.6, it is possible to distort the tube and move a sample mounted atop it
in three dimensions by applying the appropriate voltages to the electrodes. in constant
force mode, these voItages correspond to the probe-sample relative position and are used
to form the image. Piezoelectric tube scanners have ranges up to about 10 pm in the axial
direction and about 100 pm in the transverse plane. Applied voltages are typically huadreds of volts-

Figure 3.6

Diagram of a piezoelectric tube scanner.

Piezoelectric scanners are used because they allow subnanometre resolution and
respond quickly to applied voltage. However, they are subject to a variety of noalinearities
such as hysteresis, creep, aging, and coupling between axes. These nonlinearities c m be
compensated for with software correction algorithms or feedback controI systems.
3.4.3

Cantilever deflection sensor

In the original AFM, the defiection of the cantilever was detected with an STM
probe piggybacked ont0 the AFM cantilever. Measuring the hinnelling current between a

fixed STM probe and the AFM cantilever gives excellent resolution, but is sensitive to the
surface conditions of the cafltilever.
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The most cornmon deflection detection system used in modern SFMs is the
"bearn-bounce" system shown in Figure 3.7. A laser bearn is refiected off the back of the
cantilever onto a split photodetector. As the cantilever bends, the rdected beam moves
fiom one half of the photodetector to the other. The dBerence in power incident on the
two halves of the photodetector is used to mesure the cantilever defiection. This system is

simple, reliable, and gives subnanometre resolution p6].

sample

Figure 3.7

The "beam-bounce" cantiiever deflectiondetection scheme.

0 t h

techniques that have been used to detect the SFM cantilever deflection

include capacitive detection, optical interferomeûy, and piezoresistive cantilevers.
3.4.4

Cornputers and electronic controls
Scannuig probe microscopes would not be practicai industrial tools without the aid

of cornputers and electronic controls. Electronic control systems can pediom delicate

operations such as maintaining a constant cantilever defiection while scanning a contact
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mode AFM probe across a rough surface. Cornputers typically provide a simple user interface to these control systems, and are wd to record and analyse data. The roles o f these
two components are discussed in greater detail in later chapters.

3.5

Other techniques
Besides STM and SFM, researchers have developed a variety of scanning probe

microscopes to investigate different surface properties. Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM)pushes the spatial resolution of optical microscopy beyond the dimaction

b i t . Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) uses Faradaic current to measure
electrochemical properties similar to the way the STM uses turinelling current to measure
electronic structure. Scanning probe microscopes have also physicaily and chernically
rnodified surfaces.

Signal measurement by
electrostatic force microscopy

--

4.1

--

--

-

Introduction
Electrostatic force microscopy is a noncontact SFM technique that has irnaged sur-

face charges on insulators [13], contact potential differences [17], and dc electric potential

distributions [18]. In this work, it is used to measure signals inside integrated circuitsSignal measurernent inside integrated circuits by electrostatic force microscopy is

somewhat different from other SPM techniques, because the property being measured
changes rapidly with t h e . The EFM often simply monitors a signal at a single point, and
does not scan over the sample at ail. This chapter explains the principles behind electric

potential measmement by EFM. It presents some signal rneasurement techniques, and
examines the instrument's performance.

4

Signol mearurement by electrostaticforce microscopy

The force of intaest when measuring electnc potentials by EFM is the electrostatic force acting on a conducting probe of known potential due to a second conductor of

unknown potential. Figure 4.1 depicts an EFM probe above a single integrated circuit
intercomect.

Figure 4.1 An EFM probe above a single integrated circuit iutercomect.

An expression for the electrostatic force exerted on the probe c m be derived as fol-

lows. The electric potential energy of the system in Figure 4.1 is given by

where C is the capacitance between the probe and intercomect and V i s the potential difference between them.
Assuming the potentials of the probe and interconnect are fixed, the electrostatic

force experienced by the probe is

The cantilever ddection sensor in the EFM is most sensitive to motion in the vertical direction. The force in this direction is
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I f the capacitance gradient - is kept constant, then the force acting on the probe

az

will be proportional to the square of the potential difference between it and the interconnect. The capacitance gradient varies with the relative positions and orientations of the
two conductors and the dielectric medium between thern,
--

4.3

-

-

-

-

-

Probe signal amplitude modulation
The signals of interest inside an integrated circuit usually change much too quickly

for the EFM cantilever to respond. However, if the circuit signal has a known repetition

rate, the beating between it and a probe signal slightly offset in fiequency cm be used to
alias the circuit signal to a much lower fiequency [ 191. This technique is sirnilar to the
sampling of high fiequency signals in electron beam testing. Unfortunately, it requires the

fiequency difference between the two signals to be well below the resonant frequency of
the canulever, which is difficult and expensive at high fkquencies.
The favoured technique at the University of Manitoba is to modulate the amplitude

of a probe signal that is synchronized with the circuit signal [20]. By choosing the modulation frequency to be near or below the cantilever's resonant fiequency, part of the generated force also falls within this range and the cantilever is able to respond. To understand
this technique, we should first rewrite (4.3) as
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b
where -C(x,
y, z) is the capacitance gradient between the probe at point (x, y) and the
dz
part of the circuit being probed, vp(t) is the probe potential, v&,

tial, and

y, t) is the circuit poten-

represents the effects of surface and trapped charge and work function differ-

ences.

Now, let the probe potentiai be an amplitude modulateci sampiing signal as folIows:

vp(t) = [A + KCOSCOJ]v&t)

(4.5)

where A and K are dimensionless modulation parameters, o,is the modulation fiequency,
and v,(t) is the sampling signal. Both v,(x, y, t) and vs(t) have period T =

2x:

- where
0 0

If we now substitute and expand (4.4), we obtain

+ 2~Kv;(t) COS O, t - 2AvS(t)vc(x,y, t) f 2Avs(t)@- 2Kvs(t)vc(x,y, t) cosCO, t
+ ZKvS(t)@COS O,t - 2vc(x, y, ?)$]

This force h a frequency components at dc, a , 20,, n%,

n o ofa
,, and

nw, f2~0,. We are interested only in the component at am,
which can be written as

where L 2 t ) d t is the mean of any functionfft) with period iC
TJ-O

If we choose u>, to be the cantilever resonant fiequency y,the resulting deflection
at

CO,

will be rnechanicaliy amplified by the cantilever's quality factor and improve the

instrument's signal-to-noise ratio. From (3.1), this deflection is

where Q is the cantilever quaiity factor and k is the cantilever spring constant.

There are two possible ways to deduce vc(x, y, t) h m the cantilever deflection. By
carefùlly choosuig A and vs(t), the force at a, can be made to vanish. This force nulling

a
az

scheme has the advantage that the poorly conditioned factors Q, k, and -C (x, y, z) do

not need to be known. However, it requires some form of feedback control or manual
intervention. Neglecting $, vc(x, y, t ) can then be determineci absolutely fiom the choice of
A and vs(t). Alternatively, the cantilever deflection due to a fixeci A and vJt) can simply be
measured. This voltage wntrast scheme is simpler, but depends on the values of Q, k,and

a
a=

-C

( x , y, z )

. Relative measuements are still possible if these factors remain constant.

Examples of both of these signal measurement schemes are given in the next two sections.

A block diagram of the amplitude modulation technique is given in Figure 4.2. The
deflection at oris measured with a lock-in amplifier.
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Figure 4.2

Block diagram of the amplitude modulated EFM potential measurement technique,

In practice, the moduiating signal A + Kcoso,t is ofien replaced by a 50% duty
cycle square wave with extrema of O and 1, because it is easy to implement via a multiplexer or switch. Since only the first hamonic of the cantilever ddection is measured,

this is equivalent to sening A

=

-21 and K

=

2
-, the 6rst two Fourier coefficients of this
It

square wave.

.
-

4.4

Sinusoidal sampling
Suppose the circuit signal and the sampling signal are sinusoids as follows:
V,(X.

Y. t ) =

vcsin (mot+ $c)

vS(t)= Vssin (mot + qS) .

(4.9)

(4.1O)
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Notice that the t a m involving @ has vanished Afso, if A Y, = Vc and $s = 9, ,

a

then the force at CO, vaaishes regardless of the values of (2, k, and -C (x, y, z) . The cir-

a~

cuit signal magnitude and phase cari thus be detennined absolutely by adjusting A, Y,,and

os until the deflection at o,is nulied. This vector measurement through force nulling is
useful for characterizhg sinusoida1 signais at individual points inside an integrated circuit,
--

4.5

-

-

-

Pulse sampling
Nexî, suppose the sampling signal is a train of narrow, rectangular pulses of width

6 and height Y ,

where to is a controllable delay and 6 « T. This is shown in Figure 4.3.

-T -T + to
Figure 4.3

A rectangular pulse train.

T T+to

b
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Substituthg into (4.8) and realizing that

ID

vS(I)vC(x,y, t)dt = V,Bv,(X, y, to) if 8 is

small, the deflection becomes

M x ,Y , 2 7

a

0 Io = ",- k~ -c
az
QKV,S

(x, y,

a [ AYS- v&

y7

Q + @1 cos art.

(4.1 3)

In this case @ does not vanish, so v,(x, y, t) cannot be determineci exactly by nulhg
the force without additionai calibration. However, if A and V, are kept constant and ro is
swept fiom O to T, the shape of an arbitrary repetitive wavefoxm vc(xo, yo, t) can be determined at a fixed point (xo, yo) inside an integrated circuit by measuring the magnitude of
the cantilever vibration at a, Alternatively, to may be fixed and the probe scanned over
the sample to obtain a mapshot of the relative potentials v&, y, tO)on several intercon-

nects at time &o.The results of this pulse sampling voltage contrast technique are similar to
those of the Iogic state mapping technique used in electron beam testing.

4.6
4.6.1

Performance
Spatial resolution
At the beginning of tbis chapter, we assumed that a single integrated circuit inter-

connect generates the elecîrostatic force acting on the EFM probe. However, a real IC contains many intercomects. The net electrostatic force acting on an EFM probe is the sum of

the forces generated by ail of the nearby conductors. Thus, other intercomects near to one
being probed can introduce crosstalk effects into the measurement. It is important to characterize the extent of these effects to better interpret EFM measurernents.
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This delocalization of the interaction between an EFM probe and sample is
describeci by the instrument's spatial resolution, an important characteristic of any microscope. Since the contribution of a given intercomect to the net electrostatic force acting on
an EFM probe depends on their electric potentials and geometries, it is difficult to defme
spatial resolution for d l probes, circuits, and flying heights. However, specific cases can

establish trends and provide a basis for estimatîng the spatial resolution in other cases. For
example, Said [lS] calculated the force beîween a macroscopic probe and an infinte
ground plane at various flyingheights, and defined spatial resolution as the radius of a cir-

cular a r a that induces half of the total electrostatic force on the probe. W1th a potential
difference of 1 V, the spatial resolution varied fiom 700 nm at 100 nm flying height to
15 pm at 1 p flying height. Similarly, Mueller et al. [2 11 modelled a micromachined

cantilever probe over a coplanar waveguide and d e h e d spatial resolution as the diameter
at which the electrostatic force on the probe drops to Lle of its maximum.

a potential

difference of 1 V, the spatial resolution was 300 nm at a flying height of 100 nm. In both
cases, the spatial resolution deteriorated rapidly as the flying height increased.
4.6.2

Temporai resotution

Temporal resolution is relevant when measuring a tirne-varying signal, as in the
pulse sampling technique. It can be divided into two characteristics: time resolution and
phase resolution-

Tine resolution is the m r present in transition time measurements. Sampiing a
signal with pulses of nonzero width averages the signal over that t h e , essentially low-

pass filtering it. Fast events and sharp edges become blurred. The t h e resolution of the
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EFM is limited by the minimum width of the sampling pulses that uui be generated- Narrower pulses require more expensive equipment with greater bandwidth, capable of producing shorter rise- and fall-times. A h , from (4.13), reducing 6 while keeping everything

else constant reduces the cantilever deflection, degrades the signal-to-noise ratio, and

makes measurements more difficult. The pulse amplitude can be increased to compensate,
but this requires equipment capabIe of generating even faster transitiom. At the University

of Manitoba, pulses of 100 ps width have been achieved.

Phase resolution is the error present in propagation delay and timing measurements. In theory, this is Iirnited by the resolution with which the sampling pulses c m be

shifted in time, but in practice noise in the measured signals usually delocalizes edges
beyond this limit. The effect of this noise becomes less significant as time resoiution
improves and measured signal transitions become steeper.
4.63

Electric potential resolution
The resolution of electric potentid measurements ushg the EFM is defined by the

noise in those measurements. The dominant noise source in EFM is the vibration of the

cantilever as it exchanges thennal energy with its environment. The magnitude of this
thermal noise as it appears in the measured electric potential is derived below.

According to Said [15], the mean-square thermal vibration of the cantilever is

where k is the cantilever spring constant, kg is Boltzmann's constant, Ta is the ambient
temperature, B is the measurement bandwidth, Q is the cantilever quaiity factor, oris the
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cantilever resonant fiequency, and G(m) is the cantilever mechanical £kequency response.
Similarly, the mean-square cantilever defiedon due to an electrostatic force is

where ~ -f ( o is
) the power spectral density of the elgrtmstatic force. Equating (4.14) and
(4.15) and taking square roots, the mot-meamsquare (mis) electrostatic force that would

generate the same cantilever deflection as the thermal noise is

The rms cantilever detktion due to an electrostatic force can also be expressed as

where Vm(o) is the nns electric potential diffaence between the probe and the device
under test. Combining (4.16) and (4.17), the minimum detectable nns electric potential
difference is

For a micromachined cantilever positioned 1 pm above a 3 pm wide intercomect,
Norutîun [22] estirnated this noise at 1 m ~ / a .
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Invasiveness
An ideal instrument does not affect the qyntity it is attempting to measure. How-

ever, al1 reai instruments are invasive to some degree; that is, perfiorming a measuernent

alters the quantity being measured.
A signal probing device like the EFM can disturb an integrated circuit by introduc-

ing an additionaï load to the circuit. Since EFM is a noncontact technique, resistive loading is not an issue. However, capacitive loading is possible as the cantilever probe acts as
a shunt capacitor. I f this capacitance is large enough, it can act as a lowpass filter and

increase signal nse- and fd-times. The probe may even inject its signai into the circuit.
Bridges and Thomson 1231 estimateci the coupling capacitance between a 3 pm
wide intercomect and a micromachined cantilever I p above it at 230 aF. This value is

smali, corresponding to an impedance of 7 kR at 1 0 GHz. This load is unlikely to affect
most circuits, aithough coupling will increase as the flying height demases.

Changes to the digital SPM
controller software

5.1

Introduction
The objective of the work descriied in this chapter was to adapt the core software

of an existing digital SPM controller for use with al1 of the microscopes in the University
of Manitoba's SPM laboratory. At the start of this project, this consisted of an STM,AFM,

SRM and EFMThe primary fiinction of an S P M controuer is to control the relative positions of
the probe and sample. The controller usually acts as a compensator in a feedback control
system that maintains a constant current in constant current mode STM, or constant force

in constant force mode SFM. Figure S. 1 shows an example of a feedback control system

for constant force mode SFM.
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BIock diagram of a constant force mode SFM feedback control system-

The digital SPM controller was originaliy design4 for use with the STM and
AFM, so oniy a few changes were needed to account for some recently upgraded hardware
before they could be used.
The SRM is essentiaily a contact mode AFM that also uses the current flowing
through a biased, conductulg probe to measure the local sample resistance. Since the can-

tilever deflection and probe current are unrelated, the SRM can measure both sample
resistance and sample topography simultaneously. An SRM controller must record both
sets of data.

The EFM is a noncontact mode SFM that uses the electrostatic force between a
probe and sample to measure electric potentials on the sample's surface. This microscope
is somewhat different fiom STM, AFM and SRM. The largest part of the work described
in this chapter concems the addition of a new scanning algorithm for EFM.

This chapter explains the motivation for scanning EFM and the proposed implementation. It describes the digital SPM controller hardware and software, discusses the
changes in the software and presents some results.
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Scanning electrostatie force microscopy
When measuring signais inside integrated circuits with EFM, it is ofien possible to

pinpoint the desired measurement locations with an optical microscope or AFM. However, sometimes signais are not correlated with the IC's topography. in this case, the EFM
probe must scan across the sample surface.
Scanning EFM would allow imaging of potential distributions inside a device, or

magnitude and phase variations in a microwave circuit. It could also create images shiiar

to the logic state mappings generated by electron beam testers.

As previously discussed, the electrostatic force detected by the EFM varies with
both the probe-sample potential ciifference and the capacitance gradient. If the EFM simply operateci as a constant force or constant height noncontact SFM, the resuIting image

would be a combination of the cücuit geometry and electric potential. These two effects
must be separated to measure either property. AIthough it is possible to scan the probe

dong a constant capacitance gradient contour above the surface [24], this method requires
a second lock-in amplifier and its behaviour is unclear when the probe is fa.fitom other

conductors. A better approach is needed.
A simple solution is to measure the electrostatic force at a constant flying height

above the surface. Although this technique does not completely elimuiate the effect of the
capacitance gradient, it should at least d o w cornparisons of the electrostatic forces above
the centres of two similar interconnects, where measurements are most important. If we
ignore the force on the cantilever, for a mal1 flying height any intercomect appears to be
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a large conducting plane exertuig a force on the probe. For a given dielectric medium, the

capacitance gradients at the same mall 0yi.g height above two different intercomects
will be the same, so the electrostatic forces there should be comparable. This method also
ignores topographie features such as a slight tilt added to the integrated circuit when it is
mounted on the piezoelectric scanner
Since the EFM must measure the sample topography to separate it fkom the electrostatic force data, it can easily record it as well.

5.3

The digital SPM controiïer hardware
The digital S P M controller modified in this project was origuially designed by

K. Yackoboski and G. McGonigal, and was intended for use with a constant force AFM or
constant current S T M [25]. A digital control system provides tremendous flexibility in
programming and offers better noise immunity than analog systems.

The heart of the controller is a software proportional-integral (PI) compensator,
nuuùng on a Motoroia DSP56001 digital signal processor @SP) at 20.48 MHz. This software senses the cantilever deflection signal or tunnelling current signal through an analog-

to-digital converter (ADC), and rehims signals to the microscope through a set of digitalto-analog converters (DACs). An operator c m adjust scan size and location, scan fie-

quency, STM bias voltage and compensator parameters through a graphical user interface
on an attached PC. Automatic probe approach usïng a microscope's warse positionhg
stepper motor is also possible. The images produced are 256 pixels by 256 pixels with
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65 536 greyscales, and can be stored on the PC. Figure 5 2 shows a schematic diagram of
the controller hardware.
high voltage
amplitiers
from
cantilever
deflecrion
sensor

to PC

DAC

Z

DAC

b +X

rn -x
ADC
DAC

Figure 5.2

rn +Y

Schernatic diagram of the original digitai SPM conmifer hardware.

The controller hardware was recentiy modified by A. Lemus to accommodate a
wider variety of SPMs [l]. The new controller features five additional ADCs and two
additional DACs, al1 with greater dynamic range, and a digitally programmable lowpass
filter at the input to one of the ADCs. The interface between the DSP and the other devices
is implemented on a field programmable gate array (FPGA) to aUow easy changes to the

hardware. The ports accessible to the operator were also altered to simpliQ the attachment

of several different microscopes. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic diagram of the revised
controller hardware.

5.4

The digital SPM controiier software
The SPM controller software is essentially a set of interrupt service routines (ESRs)

written in C and inline assernbly. After sening up global variables for storing measure-
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Figure 5 3 Schematic diagram of the new SPM controller hardware.

ments and the state of the system, the DSP software enters an infinite loop. An interna1
timer regularly calls an ISR that perfomis PI compensation, data aquisition, and updates
the two counters that control the piezoelectric scanner's laterd position. The rate at which
this ISR is called is a hction of the DSP's dock speed. At the end of each scan ihe, the

ISR intempts the PC to start the transfer of the data for that line. Other ISRs allow the PC
to change parameters used by the compensator ISR.
The compensator ISR performs the following steps. The teminology used in this

discussion assumes that a constant force AFM is attached to the wntroller.
1. Calculate the difference between the desired cantilever deflection and

the actual deflection.
2. Perfonn proportionai-integral compensation on this difference, clip the

result if it exceeds the DAC range, and send it to the z-(axial) electrode

of the piezoelectric scanner.
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3. Update the x- (fast transverse axis) position.
4. Update the feedback counter. This counter ailows the ISR to perform

several compensation cycles between image points, if the scan fiequency allows. This relationship is discussed f.urther at the end of this
section.
5- If this is an image point, record the value sent to the z-electrode DAC

and reset the feedback counter. There are 256 image points per 1ine.
6. If this is not the start or end of a line, exit the ISR.

7. If this is the start of a line, change the x-axis direction and exit.
8. If this is the end of a line, change the x-axis direction.
9. If this is the first or last line in the image, change the y- (slow transverse

axis) direction. There are 256 lines per image.
10. Update the y-position.

1 1. Begin tramferring the recorded z-electrode values for this iine to the

PC, and exit. Calls to the compensator ISR are disabled during data
tramfer.

The algorithm perfomed by the ISR can be described more concisely as follows.
1. Perfonn a forward pass, recording the topographical data. At the end of

the line, transfer the data to the PC and go to the next line.
2. Retum to the start of the Iine. The data aquired during this return pass

will be overwritten during the next forward pass. Acquiring data in
only one fast-axis direction helps avoid problems with piezoelectric
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scanner hysteresis. Figure 5.4 shows the r d t i n g raster scanning pattern.
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Figure 5.4
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Raster scsnning pattem.

The AFM essentiaily transforms the sample topography into a t h e domain signal.

The bandwidth of this signal can be decreased by reducing the fast-axis scan fkequency.
Since the compensator ISR is called at a constant rate regardless of the scan fiequency,

additional "feedback points" will occur between the 256 recorded "image points" for
slower scan fkquencies. This is shown in Figure 5.5. In fact, the scan fkequency is controlled by changing the desired number of feedback points per Ïmage point. Increasing the
number of feedback points decreases the scan fiequency, increases the reai sampling rate

in sarnples per unit length, and improves the performance of the system. There is a minimum of 256 feedback points per line, or one for each image point.

5.5

The modified controller software
The nrst changes made to the SPM controller software were intended to retum the

controller to its original hctionality after the hardware upgrades, so that it couid be used
as an AFM or STM controller. A.

Lemus assisted with these changes, which largely con-
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Figure 5.5

Feedback points (F)versus Mage points O.

sisted of interfadg to the new ADCs and DACs. in addition, code was added to withdraw
the probe whenever the scan size or location was changed, to prevent tip crashes. A subtle
rounding error in the raster scanning algorithm that prevented lateral movement between
some feedback points was also repaired. A significant problem discovered at this point

involved the range of voltages applied to the piezoelectric scannerPiezoelectric scanners are manufactwed inside an electric field. This field aligns
the electric dipole moments of the individual crystals that make up the ceramic material,
and makes the material expand or contract under an extemal electric field. However, a

strong electric field applied in the right direction can cause the dipoles to randomize, or
depole. This undesirable event greatly reduces the scanner's response to an applied electric field.

In the old controller, the high voltage amplifier for the z-electrode of the piezoelectric scanner used a diffeient power supply fiom the amplifiers for the x- and y-electrodes.

The voltage range of the z-electrode did not overlap the voltage ranges of the x- and
y-electrodes, allowing the full ranges of the DACs to be used with no risk of depoling the
scanner. However, the new controller hardware uses the same power supply and thus the
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same voltage range (-200 V to +200 V) for al1 three axes. Since the manufacturer of the

scanner comrnonly used in our laboratory specified that there was a risk of depoling the
scanner if the z-electroàe potential was more than 200 V above the x- ory-electrode poten-

tials, some sort of voltage clamp was required.
The solution was to W t the z-electrode voltage based on the Iowest potential
applied to the x- and y-electrodes during a fidi image. This limit was caiculated each time
the image size or offset was changed. For image sizes less than the maximum, this gives a

larger z-electrode voltage range than simply resûicting the z-electrode potential to be
below O V at al1 times. This dynamic voltage clamp is now used by the control program

for al1 SPMs, except for one that bas three separate piezoelectric actuators to manipulate
the sample and does not need clarnping. If necessary, this method could be extended further by recalculating the z-electrode voltage limit at each point based on the current x- and

y-electrode potentials. It would also be possible to have different clamp levels for different
piezoelectric scanners.

The next change made to the SPM controller software allowed two images to be
acquired simultaneously. This was done by allocating the necessary additional memory on

the DSP, using one of the surplus ADCs to acquire the second image, and t r a n s f e g
twice as much data to the PC for each raster line. This was again carrieci out in cooperation

with A. Lemus. After making similar changes to the PC's user interface, the systern was

ready for use with the SRM.
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The final change made to the control program was the most difficult-To maintain a
constant flying height during an EFM scan, the sample topography must be h o w n before-

hand. The following algorithm was developed:
1. Perform a forward pass in contact AFM mode, to aquire the topo-

graphical data.
2. Retuni to the beginning of the line, still in contact AFM mode. Do not

record any data during this p a s .
3. Perform another forward p a s , retracing the topography at a constant
flying height to acquire the eIectrostatic force data.
4. Go to the next raster line, transfer the topographical and electrostatic

force data for this line to the PC, and return to the begùining of the line
in contact AFM mode.

Thus, the controller suuis each raster Line twice, fmt to obtain the topography and
again to mesure the electrostatic force. This technique, called lift mode, is illustrated in
Figure 5.6.

probe
probe path

First focwafd pass

Figure 5.6

The iifi mode technique.

probe patb
prr-r*

probe
P----.

Second forward p a s
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The algorithm was integrated into the existing compensation ISR by adding a user-

defined l i e height parameter. If the l i e height is zero, the ISR acts as an AFUISTMISRM
controller. If the lie height is greater than zero, the ISR acts as an EFM controller.

The implementation of the lift mode technique was complicated by the behaviour
of the probe near the sample d a c e . Under ambient conditions, many surfaces have a
very thin film of water on them. The capillary forces associated with this film are strong

enough that they cause an SPM probe to adhere to the sample. When the probe and sarnple
are pdled apart, they rernain in contact until the spring force of the cantilever exceeds the

capillary force and the probe abruptly "'snaps off' the surface. This phenornenon is most
noticeable in surnmer, when the relative humidity indoors is hi&.
The interaction of a contact mode AFM probe with a surface in air c m be seen in a

force versus distance curve. This c u v e is a plot of the probe-sample force as the separation between them is varied. in practice it is a plot of the cantilever defiection versus the

z-position of the sample, so such curves are sometimes calleci z(z) curves.
Figure 5.7 shows a typical force versus distance curve for a contact mode AFM as

the scanner is ramped up and dom. Initially, at point (a), the probe is far fkorn the surface

and there is no force between them. At point (b), the probe is very close to the surface and
attractive van der Waals forces pull it downward into contact with the sample at point (c).
From here, the surface deflects the cantilever upward until point (d). This would be a typical contact mode AFM operating point. Next, the scanner ramps back toward its starting
position. The surface water layer holds the probe on the surface until the cantilever spring
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force exceeds the capillary force and the probe snaps offthe d a c e at point (e). AAer tbis
point, there is no fùrther interaction between the probe and the d a c e .
force

Figure 5.7

A typical force versus distance curve,

Figure 5.8 shows a force versus distance curve obtained during surnmer, when the
relative humidity was approxùnately sixty percent. in this case the probe's initial and final

positions were on the surface, where the cantilever defiection was appropriate for contact
AFM. The piezoelectric scanner withdrew the probe fiom the surface as far as possible,

then approached until the deflection sensor signai retumed to its original value. The flat
region around 1.3 p is simply clipping of the deflection sensor signal as it exceeds the
range of the electronics used to measure it.

In this figure, the probe appears to retum to the surface at a point doser than its
starting position This effect is due to hysteresis in the movement of the piezoelectric scanner. in addition, although it is not shown in the figure, a b the scanner stopped the defiection sensor signal continued to increase because of scanner aeep. Such nonlinearities in
the scanner's transfer h c t i o n cause mors in the calculated scanner position. Thus, the
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Linear approximation of scannerposition Qm)
Figure 5.8

An example of a force versus distance cuve.

horizontal axis of the plot is oniy a lin-

approximation of the scanner position based on

the applied voltage,
The behaviour of SPM probes near a surface complicates the question of how to
position a probe at a known flying height above a sample. The probe cannot simply be

moved directiy to its h a 1 height, since this height may not be enough to puil the probe off

the surface. Also, the scanner potential that comesponds to the desired flying height
depends on the scanner potential at which the probe touches the surface with zero cantilever deflection.

The complete lift mode algorithm addresses these problems and is describeci in
detail below.
1. Perfonn a forward pass in contact AFM mode, to acquire the topo-

graphical data.
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2. R e m to the beginning of the line, still in contact AFM mode- Do not
acquire any data during this pas.
3. Acquire a force verms distance cvve while completely withdrawing

the probe and rehiming it to its original ddection. The scanner performs up to 256 steps of 1.563 V in each direction, approximately
200 ps apart. The deflection sensor is sampled at each step, as weil as

before and after the scanner is ramped.
4. Find the cantilever ddection sensor signal level that corresponds to no

probe-surface contact and thus zero deflection, by backtracking the
approach part of the force versus distance data fiom point (c) in

Figure 5.9 until two consecutive pairs of points are l e s than 1 mV
apart, at point (a). This gives a reasonable noise rnargin.

Figure 5.9

Finding the offset between the topographical data and the sample surface.

5. Find the scanner z-electrode potential that corresponds to zero lie

height. Again, backtrack the approach part of the force versus distance
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data from point (c) in Figure 5.9 util the caatilever deflection signal is
less than or equal to the value found in the previous step, at point (b).
The scanner potential difference between this point and the point where
the cantilever deflection rehims to its AFM operating level is the scan-

ner z-electrode potential offset between the topographical data and the
sample surface. This o s e t is iabelled "zzero" in Figure 5.9.
6. Completely withdraw the probe again to release it fiom the capillary

forces, and retum it to a height above the surface specified by the user.

This scanner potentiai is the potential at the AFM operating point, plus
"zzero," plus a linear approximation of the scanner potential difference
that corresponds to the desired lift height-

7. Retrace the recorded forward pass at this constant height above the sur-

face to acquire the electrostatic force data.
8. Go to the next raster line, transfer the data for this line to the PC, and
retum to the beginning of the line in contact AFM mode.

Fïnding the scanna z-electrode potential offset between the topographical data and
the sample surface as fiequently as evexy pass reduces the effect of drifts in the cantilever

deflection sensor systern. These drifts can shift the r(r) cuve vertically while the control-

ler maintains the same cantilever deflection in AFM mode, changing the offset.
When acquiring the z(z) curve, the controller must know whether an increasing or
decreasing z-electrode potential withdraws the probe. Fortunately, a decreasingr-electrode
potential withdraws the probe on di of the microscopes in the laboratory, so the controller
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assumes this scanner polarity. This polarity also elhinates any added risk of depoling the
scanner in lifi mode since the z-electrode potential neva exceeds its value in the first for-

ward pass, except for the effects of hysteresis when rarnping back to the AFM operating
point.
When finduig "zzero," the controlier expects an increasing cantilever deflection
sensor signal to cornespond to an increasing cantilever deflectio~This relatimship is easily adjusted with some simple changes to the sensor's electronics.

During the second forward pass, only the image points of the topographical data

are available for retracing. The scanner potentials at the feedback points are cdculated by
linear interpolation. Also, if the desired lift height pushes some points outside the scan-

ner's range, those points are simply clipped before being sent to the DAC, and no waming
is given to the user.
Finally, one minor change was made for the EFM. The lock-in amplifier used with
the EFM ofien overloaded when the probe was Lifted off the surface, and did not settle
until well into the raster line. This problem was solved by feeding data fiom one of the
controller's ADCs directly to one of the unused DACs while acquuing electrostatic force
data, essentially making a switch synchronized with the compensator. A delay was also
added at the start of the second scan to aliow the lock-in amplifier to settie. This is only a
temporary solution, and is expected to be replaced by a hardware switch.
Figure 5.10 shows a detailed flowchart for the completed wmpensator ISR.
Source code for ail of the routines is given in Appendix A.
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Figure 5-10 Ffowchart for the modified compensatorroutine.
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A speciai version of the DSP software was written for the microscope with three

independent piezoelectric actuators mentioned earlier. The oniy ciifferences in this version
are its lack of a dynamic voltage clamp, and a ramp change in lateral position uistead of a

step change when the scan size or offset is changed. This ramp was part of a failed attempt
to linearize the lateral motion of the piezoelectric scanner by operating the x- and y-axis

actuators with feedback control.

5.6

Results and discussion
As previously mentioned, the performance of the

SPM control system can be

irnproved by decreasing the scan fiequency. However, a low scan fiequency can make the
time needed to scan an entire image unacceptably long. A better way to improve the system's performance is to increase the rate at which the compensator ISR is called.
The rate at which the compensator ISR is called is lirnited by its execution tirne.
The ISR's execution time in various modes was checked using Motorola's DSP56000 sim-

ulator software (SIM56000), and the results are shown in Table 5.1. These tima will Vary
slightly if the signal sent to the piezoelectric scanner must be clamped, or if the scanner is
at the beginning or end of a scan line. The execution time at the start of the lift mode sec-

ond pass is especially long, since acquiring the z(z) curve c m take up to 200 ms.
The DSP is programmed to intempt itself every 640 clock cycles. Although this is
less than the Iongest execution t h e in Table 5.1, this does not cause a problem. In fact, it
is possible to decrease the interrupt rate to just above the largest average of the ISR execution times at feedbaclc points and image points ( (480 + 650) / 2 = 565 clock cycles in
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Table 5.1

Compensator mutine execution time during forward passes.
Conditions

Clock cycles (Ccyc)

Contact mode, feedback point

444

Contact mode, image point

640

Lifi mode k

444

t pas,

feedback point

Lifi mode first pas, image point

614

Lifi mode second pas, feedback point

480

Lifi mode second pas, image point

l

650

this case). Additional i n t e ~ p t at
s the same priority are disabled during intemipt service,
so the i n t m p t request that would occur near the end of the ISR at aa image point simply

becomes pending. When the routine finally tenninates, if no other interrupts at the same
priority are pending the ISR is immediately called again. Each image point is followed by
at least one feedback point, so this must be a feedback point. Sînce the sum of the feed-

back point and image point ISR execution times is l a s than two timer periods, the DSP

can make up for the t h e lost servicing the image point interrupt before the next intempt
request. Since both the lateral and vertical position of the scanner are controlled by the
compensator ISR,the number of samples per unit length during a scan line rem-

con-

stant. The scanner's motion may be distorted in the time domain, but this is probably
unimportant. The intempt rate c m be adjusteci in increments of 64 dock cycles.
One factor that affects the ISR's execution t h e is the number of wait states

inserted during memory accesses. The application development board containing the DSP

has hi&-speed memory and requires no wait states, but the controller's ADCs, DACs, and
digitally programmable filter are slower. They are mapped into the same memory space as
the DSP program's variables, which forces al1 program variables and extemal devica to
be accessed with the same number of wait states. To improve the ISR's performance the
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extemal devices should be remapped to the memory space reserved for extemal devices,
which has its wait states set separately. The program variables could then be accessed with

no wait states while the external devices retained additional wait states. The DSP is currently configurecl to add four wait states when accessing program variables. An estimate

using SIM56000 shows that this change would reduce the ISR's execution time by several
microseconds. Remapping the externd devices requires alterations to the FPGA's address
decoder and was beyond the scope of this project.
It is difficult to accurately rneasure the flying heights produced by the lift mode
algorithm. However, some sources of em>r c m be described. For exampie, suppose the
controller cannot find a flat region that corresponds to zero deflection in the force versus
distance data because of long-range forces or other effects. It will then continue backtracking the data until it finds the deflection seasor samples taken before the scanner was

ramped, which will almost certainly be constant. It will calculate "zzero"to be about zero,
and the flying height wiil be smailer than expected. Scanner creep afier the final approach
rarnp will probably aiso cause the flying height to be l e s tban intended.

The DSP software assumes that an increasing z-electrode potential corresponds to
probe-sarnple approach. This assumption is more difficult to meet through additional electronics than the deflection sensor polarity assumption, because of the hi& voltages
involved. Given that most of the SPMs in the laboratory were designed in-house, it may be
easiest to simply design any fiiture SPMs with this in mind. if an SPM with the opposite
polarity must be used, the DSP program would need significant changes to allow a choice.
Creating a separate version of the program for this polarity is an alternative.
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The dynamic clamp on the z-electrode potential may be too conservative, especially for large scan sizes where it is quite restrictive. It may be usefûl to give the user the
option of disabling the clamp, or changing the clamp level. This feaîure wouid aiso make
it practical to combine the clampless version of the software with the generic version.

Both the dynamic clamp and the lift mode algorith assume that a large positive
z-electrode potential can depole the scanner. Again, giving the user a choice of polarity
would be awkward.

The switch added for the EFM is probably unnecessary The delay at the start of
the lift mode second pass is long enough to let the lock-in amplifier to settle without using
the switch, if the lock-in amplifier is set up so that it does not overload too badly.

The revision of the DSP software was a substantial task. It requked learning about
microprocessor interfacing, the syntax of the DSP's assembly language, and the eccentricities of the DSP and its support software. For example, the DSP uses fractional arithmetic.
It assumes that the values stored in its registers are two's cornpiement signed fractions,

with an implicit decunal point following the sign bit

In this system, squaring a 4bit

signed binary number such as OOL O does not produce OOûûû LOO as expected, but rather
00001000. Because of the effort put uito changing to the DSP software, it makes up a

larger part of this thesis than anticipated.

The mernbers of the SPM group have extensively tested the modified SPM controller. The remainder of this section b r i d y showcases a few images they have obtained.

Scanning resistance microscopy maps surface resistivïty with high resolution, and
c m provide information about semiconductor dopant distributions for process modelling
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and diagnostics. The simultanwusly acquired AFM and SRM images in Figure 5.1 1 were
obtained with the contact mode of the modified controller,

Figure 5-11 Simultaneously acquired AFM (Icft) and SRM images ofa MOSFET cross-section [26].

Magnetic force microscopy uses a magnetized probe to measure magnetic field

variations across a surface. The information helps rnanufacturers of magnetic data storage
devices improve the speed and storage density of their products. The concurrently
acquired AFM and MFM images in Figure 5.12 show polish marks and magnetic bits on a

hard disk platter. These images were acquired with a fast-axis scan kquency of 1.5 Hz
and a flying height of 100 nm in lie mode.

Figure 5.12 Concurrentiy acquited AFM (Ieft) and MFM images ofa hard disk platter.

The sample images in this section show that the modified DSP software is an
effective controller for the various SPMs used in the department's laboratory. Some EFM
images are also given later in this thesis.

Changes to the user interface

6.1

Introduction
The DSP software is closely linked to a PC-based user interface. This software

must also be modified before the digital SPM control system can control an EFM or SRM.

The revised user interface must be able to receive, display and Save two sets of image data
from the DSP. It must be able to supervise various SPMs that may behave somewhat differently. In future, the user interface may also need to be extended to acquire three images.

This possibility was not discussed in the previous chapter because the control of an SPM
that generates three simulbneous images was beyond the scope of this project.
This chapter descri'bes the existing user interface and how it was chaaged to match

the revised DSP software. The results are briefly discussed, and some possibilities for
fùture development are explored.
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The existing user intertace
An essential part of the University of Manitoba's digitai SPM control system is its

graphical user interface (GUI).This program was written in Borland Turbo Pascal by
K. Yackoboski and G. McGonigal, and runs under Microsof€DOS on an IBM-compatible

PC. It communicates with the DSP software through a customized prototyping board
attached to the PC's Industry Standard Architecture OSA)bus and one of the DSP's ports.
The program transfers the user's commands to the DSP, and stores acquired data on the

PC's hard drive. The stored data are typically a d y z e d later on a workstation.
The user interface has two States: review mode and acquire mode.

In review mode, the PI compensator routine on the DSP is disabled. Images c m be
loaded from or saved to disk, and control system parameters can be changed by typing in

new values on the keyboard. This mode is used to setup the SPM before scanning and to
review previously acquired images. A screen capture of this mode is given in Figure 6.1.

In acquire mode, the PI compensator routine is enabled and the user interface regularly receives data fiom the DSP. Some of the features available in review mode are disabled, and control system parameters can only be changed incrementally using the mouse.
This mode is used for data acquisition. A screen capture is s h o w in Figure 6.2.

The user interface coasists mainly of a set of buttons. By clicking a few buttons
with the mouse, the user can change the size and location of the area being scanned, the
proportionai and integral gains of the PI wmpensator, the fast-axis scan fiequency, the

probe bias voltage for STM,and the desired cantileva defiection or probe current (com-
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in ceview mode.

monly called the set point). The probe can also be landed automaticaily by ninning the
coarse positioning stepper motor found on many SPMs until the ddectîon signal or probe

curent exceeds the set point, if the sensor signal increases with increasing cantilever
deflection or probe curent.

The user interface sen& commands to the DSP software by intermpting the DSP.

The corresponding interrupt service routine on the DSP initiates the transfer of any data
needed to carry out the command.

Part of the user interface prognun itself is an interrupt senice routine. When the
DSP has acquired a complete raster Line of 256 data points, it intemipts the PC. This routine then transfers the &ta nom the DSP and stores it in the PC's memory. The 16-bit data
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Figure 6 2 The digitai SPM controiier's graphical user interfhce, in acquitt mode.

are then mapped to the 64 greyscaies available on the PC and displayed on the screen as
part of an image. Each h e is also displayed as an oscilloscope trace. While the image displayed on the screen is continuously overwritten by new data, the last 512 lines aquired
are always stored in the PC's memory. This "swinging bufFér" d o w s the last complete
256-line image acquired to be saved to the PC's hard disk at any time. A saved image consists of an array of 65 536 16-bit integers, and a separate file containhg information about

the image such as its size, bias voltage, and a brief description.

Before displayhg each line in acquuc mode, the slope and offset of the line c m
optionally be removed. This option is usually enabled because the slope and offset of an
AFM or STM image depend on the relative positions of the probe and sample, and are not
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meaningfùl. Aiso, each line is independentiy scaled to the full range of 64 greyscales
before display regardless of its actuai range. Although the d t i n g display is a distortion
of the actual data, it usudly enhances the features of the image-The data stored to the PC's

hard disk are not processed in any way.

6.3 The revised user interface
The proposed changes to the user interface seem faVly straightforward. However,
some subtle difficulties were encountered.
For compatibility reasons, DOS uses the real mode of the PC's microprocessor. In
this mode, the microprocasor c m diredy accpss a maximum of 1 ME3 of memory,
regardless of the amount of rnemory actually present in the PC. Some 384 KB of this is
reserved, leaving 640 KB of so-called conventional memory for the code, data, and nintime stacks of al1 resident programs, including DOS. The user interface uses overlays to
effectively increase the available memory. Overlays allow a program to swap subroutines
that are not currentIy being used to nonconventional memory or disk.

The user interface maintains the last 512 rasfer lines acquired in memory. This
buffer requires 256 KI3 per image. Storing two such image buffers in memory would

require 5 12 KB, Ieaving 128 KB for the user interface's code, stack, other data, and al1

other programs. This was believed to be Uisufficient, especially if three images may be
acquired in future.
The solution was to recompile the program ushg Borland Pascal with
Objects 7.0 [27]. This compiler cm create programs that access the protected mode of
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Intel 80286 and newer microprocessors, while retaining access to D O S services. In protected mode, applications can address up to 16 MB of memory. Other options were con-

sidered, such as using nonconventional memory to store data, but this rnethod needed
aimost no reprognimmùig. The protected mode interface replaced the overlay scheme.

Although the new compiler solved the memory problem, it also introduced a new
one.

The third party high resolution graphies driver that interfaces the Borland graphics

library routines with the PC's display hardware was not compatï'ble with protected mode.
T h i s problem was easily solved by downioading a different graphics driver 1281 fiom Bor-

land's FTP site. The new driver uses the VESA BIOS Extension W E ) standard to access
hi& resolution graphics modes, so the modiffied user interface should work on any PC that

compIies with this specification.
The increased dynamic range of the new SPM controller hardware caused another
problem. The old controller hardware had a 16-bit DAC driving the vertical axis of the

SPM's piezoelectric scanneri Thus, a constant force AFM or constant current STM image
consistai of an array of l6-bit integers- The new controller hardware has 20-bit DACs and
18-bit ADCs. As a r d t , when operating an SRM or EFM in constant force mode the
topographical data are 20 bits wide and the resistance or electrostatic force data are 18 bits
wide. Images acquired by the new hardware c m no longer be stored as arrays of 16-bit

integers without loss of preçision. This limitation is not a problem for the DSP,which uses

24-bit words, but it is a problem for the PC, which uses L6-bit words. Although 32-bit
"dwords" could be used on the PC for calculatioos and storage, the resulting images would
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need twice as much memory in RAM and on disk- The laboratory's data analysis software

would also need changesThe following compromise was reached. Shce RAM is less scarce with the new

compiler, a 5 12 KB b&er was allocated for each image. The 20-bit topographical data are
stored as arrays of 32-bit integers. However, the costs of saving images to disk in this format outweighed the benefits, especially considering that data anaiysis largely consists of

sirnply looking at an image. The four bits of increased resolution did not justify doubling
the storage space for each image and modifying the data analysis software. Therefore,

before topographical images are saved to disk they are reduced to sixteen bits by the following process.

First, a plane is fitted to the topographical data and then subtracted fiom i t Any

points that are pushed outside the 20-bit range are tnincated. This "plane subtraction"
removes any overail slope fiom the data and centres it about zero. Since the slope and offset of the topographical data depend on the orientation of the probe wiîh respect to the
sample, little information is lost during this process. The data are then shifted bitwise to
the right until al1 of the data points fall within a 16-bit range. This method is better than

simply shifting four bits to the right, since the data may need less than twenty bits for stor-

age after plane subtraction. The sixteen most signifiant bits containing information are
retained, minimizing the information lost in reducing the image to sixteen bits. The scaie

of the image is adjusted accordingly in the file containing the image description.
The resistance or electrostatic force image acquired by the controller is also

reduced to sixteen bits, although not by the same process since the slope and offset of this
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image are not arbitrary. in this case, the data are simply shifted two bits to the right immediately after tramfer fiom the DSP, losing two bits of precision. Since the input range of
the ADC is 5.5 V, this effectively reduces the ADC resolution fMom 21.0 pV to 83.9 pV,

which is probably below the noise floor of the attached equipment anyway. The buffer for

this image is the same size as the topographical image buffer so that the code for saving,
loading and displaying images c m be reused,
The remainder of the changes made to the user interface were either usability
improvernents or rninor bugfixes. The layout of the screen was rearranged to accornmodate a second image and vimial oscilloscope. The dynamic range of the topography Wnial
oscilloscope was increased, with the scales set to the 1:2:5:10 ratio common on real oscilloscopes. The mouse pointer and buttons were changed to resemble the familiar Microsoft
Wrndows mouse pointer and buttons. k o w s were added to buttons that permit incrementa1 changes in acquire mode. The incremental changes made by some of these buttons
were changed to percentages of the current value instead of a small constant value. Controls for loading and s a k g a second image, changing the current directory, setting the lift
height, changing the digitally programmable filter cutoff fkequency, disabling the display
of one or b o t . images, and acquiring a force versus distance curve were added. An alphabetized, scrolling directory listing was added to the load and Save dialogs. Image saving is
now disabled when space is very low on the current disk. A bug that caused the first row
of each image to be saved incorrectly was fixed. The use of the right mouse button was

large1y discontinued, and the stepper motor controls were clarified.
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The dynamic ranges of the PI compeosator proportional and integral gain settuigs
were increased. They were also allowed to be both positive and negative, although the
SPMs used in our laboratory normally require negative gains. The minimum fast-axis scan

fiequency was lowered to 1 mHz.
The "mouse dropping" problems [25] that have always plagued the user interface

were paaially f i x d Short lines that appeared beiow the mouse were removed by co~ecting the size of the array holding the mouse image. Tests showed that the second problem
of partial mouse images being leit behind when the mouse image is overwritten onscreen
by a row of data or a virtual oscilloscope trace could be fixed by hiding the mouse when

writing to the screen, but this caused excessive flickering of the rnouse. This problem is

not serious, so it was ignoreci.
The DSP timer period, piaoelectric scanner parameters and stepper motor polarity
are now read fkom a configuration file specified when the user interface is started, instead
of being coded directly into the program. This change ailows the SPM hardware to be

altered without recompiling the user interface. Batch files were created to program the
FPGA and DSP, and nui the user interface with the appropriate parameters for severai dif-

ferent microscopes.

The ability to Save 8-bit greyscale uncompressed TIFF images [29] was added to
simplify publishing. The image description is stored as a comment in the TIFF file,

although few image viewers cm access this information. One software that can is
XV [30].
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The workstation-based data analysis software and image file format used in the
laboratory are legacies of an earlier analog STM control systw, and were designeci to be
used only with that STM. As a result, the files express the image duneasions in ternis of

the piezoelectric scanner voltage ranges and a z-axis gain factor. For each SPM, a simple

program converts the image data into a form the data andysis software c m understand,
and scales the image dimensions appropnately. The data anafysis software then uses a

fixed ratio to calculate the physical dimeosions of the image. The revised control system
will be used with many different SPMs, so the user interface was modified to store the
physical dimensions of the image directly, dong with the lift height. This change allows a
single new program to translate the image data and dimensions fkom any SPM. It also
makes it easier to read the dimensions manually, if an image needs to be viewed with some
other software. The updated image file format is described in Appeadix B.

6.4 Results and discussion
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show screen captures of the final version of the digital SPM
controller graphical user interface.
On a 486DXZ66, the modified user interface is not fast enough to display both

images in acquire mode at fast-axis scan fiequencies above 6.94 Hz. No data is lost at
these speeds, but some scan h e s are not drawn. Disabling one of the images allows the

other to be fùlly displayed in acquire mode up to the system's maximum scan fiequency of
3 1.25 Hz. This effect is probably caused by the graphics system. For example, an exami-

nation of the source code for the third party graphics driver indicates that screen coordi-
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Figure 63 The new digital SPM controlier graphical user interface, in review mode.

nates are mapped into memory by simply multiplying the y-coordinate by the number of
pixels per row and adding the x-coordinate. Multiplication is tirne-consuming. A faster

way would be to use a lookup table containhg the products of dl possible y-coordinates
and the number of pixels per row. Another possibility is that the protected mode interface
switches the processor to real mode every time it writes to the screen, which would also be

time-consuming. Fixing either of these issues requires a more detailed understanding of

DOS prograrnming.
As with the DSP software, the changes to the digital SPM controller user interface

made up a larger part of this thesis than aaticipated. Extendhg the swinghg buffer to handle two images, and adjusting the various controls and displays to work with more than
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The new digital SPM controiler grapbicai user interface, in acquire mode-

one piezoelectric scanner were challenging problws. There were also some hardware-

related issues to be dealt with such as the conversion between the PC's 32-bit long integers
and the 20-bit two's cornplement codes used by the new DACs, versus the 16-bit offset

binary codes used by the old DACs.

6.5

Future development
As mentioned in the previous chapter, a userdefinai clamp level may be a useful

addition to the DSP software. The user interface would then need a corresponding change,
either in the form of an additional parameter in the configuration file or another button.

in fiiture, the digital SPM control system may be extended to simuItaneously

acquire three images. Using Borland Pascal with Objects 7.0 to generate a protected mode
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application, there is certainly enough memory available on a typical PC for a third image
buffer in the user interface. However, the user interface's present layout is too crowded to

display three images on the screen simultaneously.

There are four possible solutions. Switching the display to a higher resolution
could fiee enough space on the screen, but would probably require a graphics controller
with more memory and an expensive, large-screenmonitor for acceptable image quality

and size. An alternative is to replace the button-based interface with a menu-based interface. This would probably be tedious to implement. On the other hand, the user interface

could be ported to a different operating system. Under an operating system such as
Microsoft Wmdows, it may be possible to display each image in a separate window. This
would involve extensive changes to the code because of the different application programming interface. It would also requk a new compiler, since Borland Pascal with
Objects 7.0 cannot be used to mite intermpt service routines for Microsoft Wmdows [3 11.
It might even require rewriting the program in a more popular language such as C, since

Pascal cornpilem are now rare. Finally, it may be possible to add a second monitor to the
system and separate the image display fiom the controls. Some commercial SPM control
systems use this technique.

The laboratory's custom workstation-based data analysis software uses a windowing system that is no longer supporteci by the manufacturer. The department's network

administrators want to upgrade the few remaining workstations that use the old system. As
a result, this software will likely be upgraded or replaced in the near fiiture.
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I f the software is upgraded, its inherent bias toward the STM it was designecl to

support should be removed. This change would eliminate the need for a translation program between the user interface and the data analysis program. The image file formai

should also be revised. Cwentiy, the image file format used in the laboratory is composed

of a binary data file and a separate ASCII parameter file. This two-file system complicates
data transfer between platfo-

and a single-file format containhg both the data and the

parameters is preferable.

If the software is replaced by a commercial program, an industry standard file for-

mat should be adopted. The popular graphic file formats such as TIFF are inadequate since
they typically don? support 16-bit greyscale images, but a scientific data format such as
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications' hiefarchical data format

(HDF) 1321 may be acceptable. One of the commercial SPM manufacturers' file formats
would also be acceptable, if the specification is available.

Phase modulated electrostatic
force microscopy

7.1

Introduction
The u s d method of measuring signais inside integrated circuits with the electro-

static force microscope at the University of Manitoba is to amplitude modulate a probe
signai that is synchronized with the circuit signal. However, other types of modulation are
possible. This chapter examines the effects of moduiating the phase of the probe signal,

and describes some measurements performed with this technique. The results are dis-

cussed, and some future experirnents are suggestd.

Finding a general expression for the deflection of an EFM probe ~~~g a phase
modulated signal is difficult. However, it is possible to fmd a simple expression in specific
cases.
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Suppose the modulating signal is a 50% duty cycle square wave. The probe signal
can then be expressed as
v$t)

=

~ ( v,(t)
t ) + ( 1 -~ ( t )v,(t
) - r)

w

where s(t) =

2

t

1

Z

7t

n= 1

nlr:
2

sin- c o s s q r is a 50% du@ cycle square wave with extrema of

O and 1 and a fundamental fkequency equal to the cantiiever resonant fiequency orThe

sampling signals vJt) and vJt - r) are identical except for the phase shifi r and have fundamentai frequency oo» a,. Essentially, the two samplhg signals are alternately enabled
and disabled by the two modulating signals. Note that by fixing the probe signal modula-

tion, we are disallowing the force nulling measuernent scheme.

Substituting into (4.4), the elechostatic force on the cantilever is
ia
F,(x, y, z, t) = --C ( x ,y, z) [s(t)vs(t)- s(t)v,(t - r) + v,(t - r)- v,(x, y, t) + $1
232

Realizing that s2(t) = s(t),this reduces to

. (7.2)
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Replacing ~ ( rwith
) its Fourier series and dropping al1 components except those at

o, thk becomes

COS art

where T =

2%
and
6'0

Now,

Io[v,'()- (
T

'At)dt is the mean offif) over its period T.
Tl0

since

t -) t

vJ(z)

and

vf(t - 5 )

are
T

vanishes. Sunilarly,

O

identical

except

for

phase,

2 [vs(t) - vs(t - T)] $df vanishes. The

resulting cantilever deflection at a, is

A cornparison to (4.8) shows that this is identical to the cantilever deflection that

would result from amplitude modulating a sampling signal vs(t) - vs(r - r) with A = O
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--K2 . A 50% duty cycle square wave modulating signai with extrema of -2
+-1 and

phase opposite to s(t) has these parameters.

73 Rectangular pulse sampUng
Suppose v,(t) is a train of rectangular pulses of width 6 and height Y ,

where T =

2 and to is a controllable delay. As shown in Figure 7.1, for 1 < 6 the equivO0

dent amplitude modulated sampling signal is a train of rectanguiar pulses of width r and

height V, which altemate in polarity.

Figure 7.1

Equivalent phase modulated (top, middle) and amplitude modulated sampling signals.
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and

realizing

that

for

z << T,the cantilever deflection becornes

Thus, the cantilever vibration at

O,

is proportionai to the change in the circuit

potential over an interval 6. Udike amplitude modulated pulse sampling, it is not clear
how this relationship could be used to extract an uolmown circuit signal. Figure 7.2 shows
an example of the deflection that would result h m sweeping to fiom O to T at a fixed

point (x,, y,,

2,)

above an integrated circuit.

Figure 7.2 An example of actuaï (top) and measured circuit signals using phase mcxiuiated rectangular
pulse samphg.
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As expected, the cantilever deflection does not resemble the circuit signal at ail. in
fact, it actually resembles the derivative of the circuit signal, averaged with a rectangular
window of width 6. Notice the deflection signal's nse- and fall-times. For amplitude modulated EFM with rectangular sampling pulses of width 6, the deflection signal will bave a

minimum transition time of 6.Phase modulation effectively samples the circuit waveform
with pulses of width 7,producing a deflection signal with a minimum transition t h e of t.
This suggests that phase modulated rectangular pulse sampling is a better way to perform
signal timing measurements than amplitude modulated rectangular pulse sampling, since
the measured edges are more localized.

Phase rnodulated pulse sampling is best applied to a known digital signal with
edges separated by more than 6, so that the effective sampling pulses oniy interact with

one edge at a tirne. The technique is not suitable for measuring unknown signals since it
does not provide clear information about the signal's shape. One application where it

rnight be usefül is in measurïng clock skew in integrated circuits. Propagation delays can
cause a clock edge to arrive at different parts of an IC at different times. This difference is
called clock skew, and can cause synchronization problems and erron. As clock speeds
increase, clock skew tolerances decrease. Worse, as chip dimensions shrink intercomect
delays begin to dominate over gate delays, and clock skew depends more on a chip's physical layout than its logic design. This effect makes clock skew difficuit to model. Since
clocks are simple, well-defined signals, they are good candidates for phase modulated
pulse sampling.
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As in amplitude modulation, decreasing the effective sampling pulse width by

decreasing r improves temporal resolution, but reduces the cantilever ddection and
degrades the instrument's signal-to-noise ratio. A limit is reached when 7 equals the s a . -

pling signal transition the. At this point the leading edge of an effective sampling puise is
immediately followed by the trailing edge, and the pulse shape is more Gaussian than rectangular. This distortion should not have much impact on the measured cantilever d d e c -

tion, since the pulses are only a small fiaction of the effective sampling signal. The
temporal resolution of these pulses cm be estimated fkom their full width at half their
height (their full-width half-maximum or FWHM dimension), which is equal to the sampling signal transition time at the limit. If r is lowered below this value, the effective sampling pulses begin to decrease in height while theù FWHM remains constant. This reduces
the cantilever detlection but does not improve the temporal resolution. Thus, the temporai

resolution cannot be pushed beyond the sampling signal transition time.
Phase modulated pulse sarnpling does not inherently provide better temporal resolution than amplitude modulated pulse sampling, since both are limited by the sampling
signal transition tirne. However, it can have a practical advantage because it does not

require that the sampling signal's transitions be placed close together, possibly making it

easier to generate the sampling signal.
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7.4
7.4.1

Fixed-point measurements
Experimeatai setup

The first phase modulated pulse sampiing experiment involveci the measurement
of a signal at a fixed point on a microstrip transmission line. A block diagram of the exper-

imental setup is shown in Figure 7.3.
square wave

generator

I

I

;a'
C

)oscilioscope

transmission line

,0

Figure 73 Block diagram of the microstrip transmission h e experimentai setup.

Both sampling and circuit signais were generated by a Hewlett-Packard HP 80000
Data Generator System. The HP E2903A 1 GHz Data Module in this system is capable of

a 1 Gb/s data rate and has a typical transition time ofless than 150 ps fiom 10% to 90% of

amplitude. The delay between channels is variable with a resolution of 2 ps, and the typical rrns jitter is less than 10 ps [33].

Two channels o f the data generator were conaected to a Mini-Circuits
MSWA-2-20 single-pole double-throw absorptive switch mounted on a small printed cir-
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cuit board. This switch bas a bandwidth of 2 GHz,a typicai switch-on tune of 5.5 ns fiom
50% of control to 90% of RF amplitude, and a typical switch-off time of 3 ns nom 50% of

control to 10% of RF amplitude. The typical transition time for the RF envelope is 3 ns

f?om 10% to 90% of amplitude [34]. A square wave generator tuned to the cantilever's
resonant fkequency controlled the switch. Some simple electronics were used to produce
the complementary control signais with extrema of O and -8 V required. Any skew
between the two signals resulting fiom the difference in path lengths to the switch was
removed by monitoring the third tenninal of the switch on a Tekîronix 1180 1B Digital

Sampling Oscilloscope and adjusting the data generator's deskew controls.
The switch output was then connecteci to a 3 dB attenuator and a short, tapered
microstrip transmission line. A gold-coated SPM cantilever probe was attached to the end
of the line with silver epoxy. This open-circuit termination doubles the signal at the end of
the cantilever and increases the cantilever deflection. The rdected signal is absorbed by

the data generator,
A laser beam-bounce system detected the cantilever vibration. The difference sig-

nal from the split photodetector was applied to a S t d o r d Research Systems SR510 Lock-

In Amplifier, referenced to the modulating square wave. The lock-in amplifier output was
maximized by adjusting the phase of its reference channel.
A third channel of the HP 80000 data generator was comected to a 50 R copper

microstrip transmission line. This transmission line had a substrate dielectric constant of
2.5, a substrate thichess of 1S88 mm, and a strip width of 4.5 1 mm. The line was in tum
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connectai to the oscilloscope to monitor the circuit signal d u ~ the
g experiment and to
terminate the line. A fourth data genenitor chamel trïggered the oscilloscope.
The beam-bounce cantilever deflection detection system, c a d e v e r probe, and the
transmission line under test were mounted on a rigid anodized aluminum stage, as shown
in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Micrometers allowed positionhg of the cantilever deflection detection system and transmission I h e a r o d the cantilever probe. A spectcum anslyser, opti-

cal microscope and multimeter were on hand to help with tbis, and with tuning the square
wave generator to the cantilever's resonant fiequency. Software on a PC attached to both
the data generator and lock-in amplifier was modified to manipulate the sampling and circuit signals as appropriate for phase modulated EFM and log the cantilever deflection.
This software typicaiiy averages the lock-in amplifier output Loo0 times over 1.25 S.
7.4.2

Resdts and discussion

The data generator was programmed to produce Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) signais at 1 Gb/s, with extrema off 1 V into 50 R The circuit signal was set to 11110000,

while the two sampling signals were set to 1OOOOOOO with a 50 ps delay between them.

These signals were measured with the oscilloscope and are shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7.
The lock-in amplifier sensitivity was set to 200 pV, the time constant was set to
30 ms, and the probe Rying height was estimated at 1 p.The circuit signal was then

shifted through its entire period of 8 ns in steps of 50 ps. The recorded cantilever vibrations at orare shown in Figure 7.8, dong with the expected resuits based on the measured

circuit and probe signals. The expected cantïiever vibration was found by calculating
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Figure 7.4

Photograph ofthe electrostatic force mimscope and optical microscope [22].

ji [vJt)- vs(t - r)]vc(xo,y , t)dt

as a bction of the phase difference to between the

sampling and circuit signais, where v,(t) and v,(t - T) are the two sampling signals and
v&,

yo, t ) is the circuit signal. This is the only part of (7.6)that varies with 80. The mag-

nitude, polarity, and phase of the measured cantilever vibrations depend on Q, k,
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canera) and an IC under test [223.The probe itself is too smaii to be seen here.
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Figure 7.6 Transmission line signal measured by oscilloscope.
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Figure 7.7

Sarnpling sigoais with a 50 ps detay measured by oscilloscope.

3

-C(xo, yo, zo), the lock-in amplifier configuration, and the lengths of the cables that

az

carry the circuit and probe signais, so the calculated signal was shified and scaled to fit the

data.

The measured cantilever vibration matches the expected vibration quite well,
although neither vanishes between the two peaks as they would in the ideal case. This
error is likely caused by the slight difference in the shape of the two sampling signals. No

significant disturbance in the circuit signal was observeci during the measurement.
WhiIe being deskewed at the begùining of this experiment, the shapes of the two
sampling signals changed as they were shified in time. This effect is probably caused by
the switch, not the data generator.
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Figure 7.8

Phase modulated EFM measurements plotted against

T
O

[vs(t) - v,(t

- t)]

vc(.ro,y,. c)df.

Next, the effect of the phase modulation T on the effective sarnpling signal was
examined. Sampling signals similar to those in Figure 7.7 with various delays were
recorded with the oscilloscope and subtracted to obtain the effective sampling signals

shown in Figure 7.9. The cantilever vibrations expected from sampling an ideai 50% duty
cycle square wave circuit signal with a 20 ps transition time with these signals are shown
in Figure 7.10, scaled to equal amplitudes.
As r decreases, the amplitude of the effective sampling signal decreases. This

degrades the instrument's signal-to-noise ratio, which is especially noticeable in the 50 ps
and 20 ps cantilever vibrations. The effective sampling signai is dso distorted, with significant size differences between the two pulses in the 20 ps case. Corresponding nonideali-
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Figure 7.9

Effective sampliag signals for various phase modulations.
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Figure 7.10

Expected cantilever vibrations for various sampling signal phase modulations,

ties can be seen in the cantilever vibration, such as the failure to vanish between the two
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PAThe 10%-to-90% cantilever vibration transition time drops as ? is reduced fiom
500 ps to 200 ps, but then remains constant at about 280 ps for fÙrther decreases in 7.

Since this is much greater than the 20 ps circuit sigoai transition the, it appears to be the
temporal resolution limit for these sarnpling signals. As expected, it is comparable to the
sarnpling signal M o n tirne, wtiich is also estimated at about 280 ps fiom Figure 7.7.

This is greater than the specified transition tirne of the data generator, and is probably an
effect of the switch's finite bandwidth.

Finally, some propagation delay measurements were made on the transmission
line. The same circuit and sampluig patterns were used, with a 100 ps delay between the
two sarnpling signals. This tirne, the circuit signai was shifted I os in steps of 2 ps as
attention was focused on one transition in the cantilever vibration. This procedure was
repeated six times as the probe was moved almg the length of the transmission line in
2 mm incrernents. The resulting cantilever deflection signals were smoothed with a ainepoint (1 8 ps) rectangular wuidow and are plotted in Figure 7.11.
Assuming the strip thickness is negligible, the effective dielectric constant of a

microstrip iransmission line is

where E, is the substrate dielectric constant,h is the substrate thickness, and W is the ship

width [35].The phase velocity is
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Figure 7.11 Transmission line propagation delay measurements, smoothed with an 18 ps moving average.

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The propagation delay for any h e length d c m

then be calculated as

For a 2 mm length of this line, the propagation delay should be 9.68 ps.
Figure 7.12 shows straight Lines fitted to the transitions in each raw data set,
between cantilever deflections o f 1.5 and 3.0. The tirne at which each of these Iines

crosses a cantilever deflection of 2.25 is plotted in Figure 7.13, dong with their standard
mors. A line in tum fitted to these times gives a propagation delay of 6.7 1 f 0.395 ps for
a 2 mm length of transmission line.
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Scraight line fits to the transitions in EFM propagation delay measurernents.
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Figure 7.13 Propagation delays dong a microstrip transmission line.

The measured propagation delay is much smder than the expected delay. The fact
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that the fitted line in Figure 7.13 lies outside most of the error bars suggests that there is a
systernatic error in the measurement which changes fiom position to position. One source

of this error may be uncertainty in the relative positions of the probe and transmission line
It is difficult to orient the line so that it is parallel with one of the micrometer axes. Also,
the probe-sample distance is set with a tripod of micrometers. Both factors make it awkward to move the probe a known distance dong the length of the line while rnaintaining a

constant flying height.

7.5
7.5.1

One-dimensional scamed measurements
Experimental sehip
The purpose of this experiment was to use phase modulated EFM to measure the

gate delay of an inverter and to test the lifi mode of the digital SPM controller. The device

under test was an integrated circuit designed for interna1 node probing 1361. This IC features a simple layout and packaging that allows easy access to

a set of unpassivated test

pads, although these were not used in this experirnent A p h o t o p p h of the IC is shown in

Figure 7.14.
A piezoelectric scanner was added to the EFM stage, allowing the controller to

manipulate the probe. The probe was positioned over the tight cluster of interconnects run-

ning fiom lefi to right on the lefi side of Figure 7.14. These interconnects tap the outputs
of a chain of cascaded CMOS inverters and carry them to a set of test pads. Figure 7.15
shows a schematic of the inverter chain and the taps.
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Figure 7.14

Photograph of the cantiiever probe and integrated circuit under test [22].

Figure 7.15

Diagram ofthe inverter chah and test pads.

The piezoelectric scanner has its own high-voltage driver, so the digital SPM con-

troller's high-voltage outputs were connected to the driver's extemal control inputs
through a voltage divider. This âriver is capable of closed loop operation using position
sensors built into the scanner, but the loop was disabled because the control system occasionally becomes unstable. The cantilever deflection signal and the output of the lock-in
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amplifier were connectecl to the controller to complete the AFM feedback loop and to
dlow the controller to record the cantilever deflection at resonance- Unlike the PC used
for the fixed-point measurements, the digital SPM controlla does not average the Iock-in
amplifier output.
Besides the test pads labelled Il and I2 in Figure 7.15, the inputs of the inverter

chah are comected to YO pads that d o w them to be driven by extemal signds appiied to
pins on the package of the integrated circuit. The IC was mounted on a srnail printed circuit board that joins one of these pins to a standard comector with a 50 R transmission
line, and ties the other to the 5 V dc supply powering the chip. The data generator was programmed with the sarne circuit and sampling patterns as in the fixed-point case, with
extrema of O V and 2.5 V into 50

and a LOO ps delay between the two sampling signals.

The circuit signal drove the integrated circuit input.
7.5.2

Results and discussion
The digital SPM controller performed a 40 jm linear scan across intercomects D,

E and F at a rate of 0.5 Hz, with a lift height of 600 nm. The t h e constant of the lock-in
amplifier was set to 10 ms, which at a scan fiequency of 0.5 Hz is about 2.5 pixels or

400 nm. After every sixteenth sweep of the scanner, the circuit signal was shifted by
100 ps. This produced images of the circuit topography and electrostatic force vernis position and time, as shown in Figure 7.16.
Since the digital SPM controiier perfonns 256 raster lina per image, only 1.6 ns of
the 8 ns circuit signal period was measured. However, this was enough to capture a signal

edge as it moved through the inverter c h a h The inversion of the signal between intercon-
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Linear topographie (left) and electrostatic force measurements versus tirne.

nects is clear as the electrostatic force image switches between iight and dark, representing

reversais in the phase of the cantilever vibration.
This electrostatic force image is somewhat misleading, since instead of flowing
continuously from O ns to 1.6 ns the t h e axis achially makes discrete steps of LOO ps.
Averaging the data over each LOO ps interval gives a more accurate representation. Subsequently averaging a region about 5 pwide above each interconnect creates the cantilever
deflection signals plotted in Figure 7.17.

The srnaIl number of data points collecteci makes it inappropriate to calculate the
correlation coefficient in this case. The distortion in the cantilever deflection signals is
substantial, but the gate delay of each inverter cm be estimated at 200 ps. Given that the
data points are LOO ps apart, this estimate is in reasonable agreement with previous measurements and models of this circuit, which gave values of 150 ps and 190 ps
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Figure 7.18 shows cross-sections of the average topographie and electrostatic force
data during the 0.8 ns interval. The estimated path of the probe during Iift mode is also
included.

There are a number of observations that can be made fkom this figure. First, there

seems to be some distortion in the lateral axis of the topography data. These intercomects
are 10 p m apart, but appear about 13 p n apart in the rnea~u~ed
topography. This distortion

is likely caused by miscalibration of the piezoelectric scanner, since it is not operating in

its intended closed Ioop fashion.
The spatial resolution of the electrostatic force image seems quite poor. This problem is probably due to the protective passivation laya that covm the intercomects and

increases the distance between tnem and the probe. Aithough the Uiickness of this layer is
propnetary information, it can be estimated by comparing the measured topography with
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Average topographic and electrostatic force signais during the 0.8 ns infervai.

the design. These interconnects are 1 pm wide, but their fiill-width half-maximum dimen-

sion in the topographic image is about 4.7 p.Assuming that this overstates theu true
width by about thirty percent as suggested above, the interconnects are about 3.6 pwide.

Thus, the surrounding passivation is estimated at about 1.3 pm in thickness, meanhg the
actual probe Rying height is almost 2 pn. As previously discussed, an increase in the fly-

ing height severely impairs the spatial resolution.
Finally, the electrostatic force signal strengthens at the sidewalls of the intercon-

nects. This enhancement is believed to result fiom an increase in the magnitude of the
capacitance gradient here. The effect is asymmetnc, with larger peaks at the trailing edges
of the lift mode pas. This is probably caused by a tilt between the probe and the circuit.

While scanning, a quealMg or chirping noise was heard each tirne the piezoelectric scanner withdrew the probe to acquire a z(z) c w e at the start of a lift mode line. This
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sound is attriiuted to the coarse stepwise movement of the scanner when it retracts the
probe, since similar movements with finer steps do not generate any noise. The effect is
believed to be hannless.
Although outputs A, C, E and O are available at extemal pins, the circuit is unable
to drive large off-chip loads. Thus, the invasiveness of this measurement could not be
tested.

In this experiment the circuit signal phase was shifted manuaily a b every sixteenth 1ift mode pas, making the measmement fairly labour-intensive. The PC that controlled the data generator in the ked-point measmernent has also been used to shift the
circuit signal phase during scanned measurements. However, since this PC is not synchronized with the digital SPM controller, the phase sometimes shifts during a lifi mode pas.

This causes short streaks to appear dong the fast-axis direction in the electrostatic force
image. In fùture experiments, some way of synchroninng the data generator with the digital SPM controller should be found. A user interface that is not restricted to 256 raster
lines would also be helpfùl.

7.6
7.6.1

Two-dimensional scanned measurements
Experimental setup
The purpose of this experiment was to obtain a series of two-dimensional phase

modulated EFM images of an integrated circuit at various phases. These images would be
snapshots of the electric potential distribution across the circuit at different instants in
time, and could be used to track a signal as it propagates tbrough the circuit. The same IC
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was used as in the one-dimensional scanned measurement, and the setup was nearly iden-

tical.
7.6.2

Results and discussion

The probe was positioned directly over the inverter chain, and a 40 pm by 40 pm
area was scanned at 0.5 Hz with an 800 nm lift height. The circuit and sarnpling signals

were as before, with the sampling signals separated by 100 ps. The phase ofthe circuit sig-

nal was set so that a transition would be captured within the scanned area The resulting
topographie and electrostatic force images are shown in Figure 7.19.

Figure 7.19 Topographie (left) and electrosîatic force images of the inverter c h a h

The electrostatic force image appears much as expected, with consecutive intercomects alternathg between Light and dark. The scanner miscalibration and electrostatic

force enhancement at the interconnect sidewalls seen in the previous experiment are also

present. Unfomuiately, attempts to obtain additional images at different phases were
unsuccessful. The cantilever deflection signal fluctuated wildly at tirnes, especially at the
intercomect sidewalls. A small amount of this can be seen at the bottom of the electro-

static force image. This fluctuation is probably due to the probe contacthg the surface during lift mode, whiFh is more lïkely to happen at an abrupt change in topography.
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This experiment was perfonned before Iinear interpolation of the scanner position

between image points in lift mode was added. This change would maice the lift mode scan
smoother and could fix this intercomect sidewall problem. It is also possible that there is
some long-tem charge buildup in or on the passivation layer that causes it to attract the
probe. in this case, scanning an unpassivated region may be helpful. Scanning a planarized
circuit wouid almost certauily solve the problem. Howeva, these last two suggestions

involve changing the structure of the integrated circuit, which may not b e possible or
desirable,

7.7 Suggestions for future work
Phase modulated etectrostatic force microscopy is a simple technique that allows
some improvernent in the temporal resolution of EFM measurements that use rectangular
sampling pulses. In exchange, it sacrifices information about the shape of the measured
signal. An alternative to using rectangular sampling pulses is to use sawtooth sampling
signals. The resulting effective sampling signal is a train of unipolar rectanguiar pulses
sirnilar to those used in amplitude modulated pulse sampling, as shown in Figure 7.20.

The effective sampling signal does not vanish between pulses, so there will be some distortion in the measured circuit signal, but it shodd stiil resernble the actual circuit signal.
This sampling signal must only have a single fast transition, ùistead of two in opposite
directions spaced closely together.
The most important idea to corne out of this study of phase modulated EFM may
be that modulation schemes other than amplitude modulation cm be used. in a cornmuni-
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Figure 7.20 Phase modulated sawtmth samphg signais (top, micicile) and the equivalent amplitude
modulated sarnpling signal,

cation system, the phase modulation descnied here would be called pulse position modulation. Pulse position modulation is one of two main types of pulse time modulation. The

other is pulse width modulation, and is shown in Figure 7.21. Pulse width modulation

could achieve the same temporal resolution gains as phase modulation without losing the
measured signal shape information. The mathematics of this scheme are slightly different
fkom phase modulation since the two sampling signals do not have the same shape, but the
equivalent amplitude modulated sampling signal should again be a train of narrow unipo-

lar pulses.

While the data generator used in this work cannot adjust bit widths in increments
smaller than 1 ns, smaller pulse width modulations can be implemented by adding a sec-

ond switch to the phase modulation equipment. As shown in Figure 7.22, this switch must
be fast enough to gate through one of the effective sampling pulses while blocking the

7 Phase modulated electrostaticforce microscopy

Figure 7.21

Equivalent pulse width modulated (top, middle) and amplitude modulated sampling signals.

other. The resdt is a pulse width modulated signal where the modulation is the delay
between the two sampling signals produced by the data generator.

Some scanning-related issues should aiso be investigated. Although the goldcoated cantilever probes used in this research perform well in fixed-point EFM measurements, the AFM portion of the lift mode algorithm could damage the gold coating during
scanned measurements. The coating could be rubbed off by contact with the circuit, or it
could crack when the cantilever is flexed.

The s c a ~ e dmeaSuTements in this work were p e r f o d exclusively over passivated regions of an integrated circuit. However, bare metal could be encountered while
scanning some circuits. The nsk of damage to an IC that electncally contacts the EFM

probe should be evaluated. If there is a significant risk, the probe may need to be isolated
f?om the EFM electroics during the AFM portion of lift mode.
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Pulse width modulation using modified phase modulation equipment.

Conclusions

The revised digital SPM controller software makes full use of the upgraded hardware. Several bugs were fixed, and new features such as the dynamic voltage clamp to

prevent the piezoelectric scanner fiom depoling were added. The user interface now has
TIFF data storage, an improved "look-and-feel," and easy accommodation of different
SPMs. The lie mode algorithm and second data channei allow SRM and EFM control

with simultaneous topography measurement and no change in AFM performance- Sarnple
images show the separation of topography and electrostatic force in Iift mode.
The deflection of an EFM cantilever camyhg a signal that is phase modulated by a
50% duty cycle square wave is the same as that produced by a related amplitude modu-

lated probe signal. Sampling with rectangular pulses modulated in this way is equivalent
to sampling with a pair of amplitude modulated pulses whose widths are limited by the
amount of phase modulation and the sampling signal transition time. For a given sampling
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signal, this technique can provide better temporal resolution than amplitude modulation
while sacrificing information about the measured signal's shape.

This EFM technique was used to characterize transition times with 280 ps resolution, and propagation delays with 10 ps resolution on a microstrip transmission line using
1 ns sampling pulses. The skew between three integrated circuit interconnects was mea-

swed by scanning across them in the lift mode of the digital SPM controller. The control-

ler also imaged the electrostatic force above a small area of the integrated circuit at an
instant in time.
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Appendix A
DSP program source code

DSP56001 program * /
Compile with "dsp56kcc xhandlerg + /
Revised by AVfD LEMüS, October 1995 * /
Revised by David T. Shimizu, June 1998 * /
z-out and In4 are sent to the Pt * /
Reads vectored interrupts from the HOST (PCI and multiplies the * /
Value by 2 to get the address of the service routine to which the * /
the program counter goes. A maximum of 32 such interrupts are * /
available (ie. Sbits) * /
When Doing feedback. Every t h e it finishes a row it should send + /
it to the PC via an INT 7 RREQ. * /
Now driven by timer interrupts. This program sen* the line number * /
before the data. * /
The DSP board's RAM is partitioned as the factory default; * /
P:$1000 X:$0800 Y:$0800 + /
The default starting address for the main program is PrS0040 * /
ïnterrupt vectors reside at P:$0000 - PrS003e * /
DSP constants CONTROL REGISTERS and such + /
#define
#define
#de£ine
#define
#define
$define
#define
#define
#define

PBC X:$ffeO
PCC x:$ffel
PCDDR X: $ffe3
PCD X:$ffeS
HCR xtSffe8
HSR x:$ffe9
HRX X:$ffeb
EITX x:$ffeb
SCR X:$fffO

Port B Control Register * /
Port C Control Register */
Port C Data Direction Register * /
Port C Data Register * /
Host Control Register * /
Host Status Register * /
Host Receive Data Register * /
Host T r d t Data Register */
Serial Comm. Interface Control Register * /
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#define SCCR X:$fff2
#define BCR X:$fffe
#define IPR X:$ffff

/ * SC1 Clock Control Register * /

/ * Bus Control Register * /
/ * ïnterrupt ~riorityRegister

*/

/ * Memory mapped I/O constants ...(i.e, Analog Z / O board) * /
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

CDAl
CDAS
CDA3
CDA4

YtSa000
Y:$a001
Y:Sa002
Y:Sa003
CDAS Y:$aOO4
CDA6 Y:$aOOS
FDPF YrSa006

fdefine CADl
#defineCAD2
#define CAD3
#define CAD4
#defineCADS
#define CAD6

Y:$a000
Y:$a001
Y:$a002
YrSa003
Y:$a004
YrSa005

/*
/*
/*
/*

X D/A, 20
Y D/A, 20
Z D/A, 20
V D/A, 20
/ * V D/A, 20
/ * V D/A, 20
/ * Digitally

/ * in 1

A/D,

bits, + / - 200 V + /
bits, + / - 200 V * /
bits, + / - 209 V * /
bits, + / - 10 V * /
bits, + / - 10 V * /
bits, + / - 10 V * /
Programmable Lowpass Filter * /

18 bits, Convert 1&2 * /

/ * I n 2 A / D , 18 b i t s t /
/ * in 3 M D , 18 bits, Convert 3&4
/ * In 4 A/D, 18 bits * /

/

/ * I n S A / D , 18 bits, Convert 5&6 * /
/ * In 6 A/D, 18 bits * /

/ * Constants * /
/ * The DSP56001 has a clock speed of 20.48 MHz * /
/ * Therefore one instruction cycle is 97.7 ns * /
/ * REP cannot use inmediate data greater than 4095 * /

#define ADC-CONV 66
/ * AM- conversion t h e = 6-4 us * /
#define MOTOR-STEP 10240
/ * one motor step = I mç * /
#define ZZ-STEP4094
/ * z(z) curvesampling p e r i o d = 4 0 0 u s * /
#define LIFT-STEP 2047 / * lift mode z ( z ) curve sampling period = 200 us * /
#define CD 9
/ * CIock divider, O to 4095 + /
/ * SCP = O * /
/ * SC1 timer period = 64
(7 SCP + 1)
(CD + 1) / 20-48 MHz + /
/ * = 31.25 US * /
#define FE-DELAY
3200 / + number of timer periodç to wait * /
/ * before searting lift mode (100 ms) * /

/ * Some Variables used in this program * /
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

darray [ 512 1 ;
i;
datacounter = 0;
xoffset = 0, yoffset = 0;

/ * new image data

*/

/ * courtter * /
/
index to data array /
/ * starting point of a raster line * /
/ * initialize to centre of range /
xsignedoffset = -128, ysignedoffset = -128; / * signed offset * /
xstepsize = 1, ystepsize = 1;
/ * spacing between image pts */
/ * initialize to 1 bit * /
/ * scanning left or right? * /
xincfactor = 1;
/ * S C = Z ~ I = ~ UP or d o m ? */
yincfactor = -1;
/ * integral and proportional gains * /
pconst = 0, iconst = 0;
/ * feedback stuff * /
setpt = 0;
/ * m i n g integral variables * /
sum = O, oldsum = 0;
/ * initialize to Z = O * /
/ * sampfed inputs * /
zin = 0, rin = 0;
zout = 0;
/ * piezo voltage * /
feedcounter = 0;
/ * count how many times feeàback has * /
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/ * been updated at this point * /

int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

f eedvalue = 32 ;
/*
xfrac ;
xinc = O, yinc = 0;
/*
zclamp = -131071;
/*
zarray l5 12 1 ;
/*
lift = 0;
/*
mode = 0;
/*
zzero = 0;
/*

int endpoint;
int zeropoint;
int delay = 0;

/*
/*
/*
/*

SC-

rate = 1/ (2+256*feedvalue*SCI
tinierperiod) * /

voltage limit to prevent depoling the piezo * /
initialize to 50 V * /
Z(Z) m
e data array * /
height in LiftKode * /
Mode: O = normal mode; otherwise, LiftMode * /
z voltage between the operating point and * /
the zero deflection point */
pointer to end of real data in zarray * /
pointer to zero deflection in zarray * /
delay after starting LiftMde * /

main i )

c
/%

movep WS0001,PBC
movep #$OO,HCR

Configure Port B for Host Interface
disable Host Receive Data interrupts,
disable Host Transmit Data interrupts,
: disable Host Command interrupts
; (clear HRIE, HTIE, HCIE)
; clear Host Flags
;

;
;

movep #$OOOOOO,PCC
rnovep #$07,PCDDR

: Stepper motor initialization
; Configure Port C for general purpose I / O
; set pins PCO, P C ~ , P C ~
as outputs,

movep #$OO,PCD

;
;

set the rest as inputs
m i t e O r s to Port C output pins

movep #$0404,BCR

,

Initialize Bus Control Register
External X memory: O wait states
EXternal Y memory: 4 wait states
External P memory: O wait states
External I/O memory: 4 wait states
The external I/O memory is
Y:$FFCO - Y:$FFFF and should be
accessed with a MOVEP instruction
if the external 1/0 wait states
are desired,

movep fS44OO. IPR

movec #$OOOO,SR

Initialize ïnterrupt Priority Register
(ie. set Interrupt Priority Levels
for each interrupting device.)
SCI: IPL O
SSI: disabled
HI: IPL O
-1RQB: level triggered, disableà
-1RQA:
level triggered, disabled
; clear the Condition Code Register,
; unmask all interrupts,
; disable scaling and tracing,
; clear the Loop Flag
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movep #$OQ,HCR

;

movep #$OOOO,SCR

109

enable Host Command interrupts (set HCIE)

;

SC1 Idle Line interrupts,
disable SC1 Receive Data interrupts,
disable SC1 Transmit Data interrupts,
disable SC1 Timer interrupts
(clear ïLIE, RIE, TIE, TMIE)

;

set

; disable
;
;
;

rnovep f CD, SCCR
%/

SC1

timer interrupt rate

/ * Initialize image Data to Zero * /
for (i=511: i>=O; i--1 darraycil = 0;
/ * Initialize xfrac to lffeedvaiue +f
/%

move #O-03125,xO
move x 0 , +xfrac
%/

/ * Retract 2 before initializing the other DACs * /
/%

move #>$Oïfff f,x0
move xO,CDA3
move xO, +zout
move xO ,+sum
rep #24
; wait for parallel-to-serial conversion
nop
%/

/ * Initialize the DAC'S to the centre of their * /
/ + range Co s t a r t
/%

clr
move
move
move
move
move
move
move

+

/

a
al,CDAl
al,CDA2
al,CDA4
al,CDAS
al,CDA6
#>$0000ff,xO
x O ,FDPF

;

initialize X to OV
initialize Y to OV
relax Out 4 DAC
relax Out 5 DAC
relax Out 6 DAC

;

Initialize Digitally Prog. Filter to 51.2kHz

;
;

;
;

%/

for ( ; ; I r
1 / * end program * /

/ * infinite loop + /

/ * * * * * * Interrupt Driven Routines are Grouped in the Following Files * * * * * * /

/ * Notes on inline assembly code

+/

/ * According to the Mctorola DSP56KCC Cross Compiler User's Mariual,
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DSPS6KCC always reserves from 3 to 6 address registers.
Programmers wanting to use the address registers should
begin with r3 and r7, which are always free,
Labels starting with F, Y, and -, and labels of the form
GLx, Lx, LTx, and SIx where x is a number
should be avoided as they are automatically gaerated
by the compilerThe DSP56000 simulator SIMS6000.EXE is an excellent way to figure out
what the DSP is actually doing.
The interface is very similar ta ADS56000,EXESimply LOAD your .LOD file, CHANGE PC to $40,
and STEP through your proqram, watchuig the registers change,
You can also compile the program with dçp56kcc -y to generate
assembly code with the C code included as conmients.

If you're really desperate, the - M D file is human-readable. + /
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feedback ( 1

E:
/ + subroutine to update feedback

*/

/ * Called by SC1 Timer înterrupt vector at p:S001c

*/

/%

move
move
move
=eP
nop
move
move
move
move
move

move
tst
jge

tst
jge
1 NORMAL-MODE

; READ DATA
C A D S x0

;

0 3 , x0

;

CADI,x0

;

.

#ADc-cow
0 6 . ~ 0
clm4, YI
CAUS,

move
move
move
macr

macr
jmp

xo

yO, +zin
yl. +rin

;

;

;
;
;

read the digitized value f r o m PSPD
read channel 4
read channel 2
store y0 in zin
store y1 in rin

; DECIDE WHAT Tû DO
+mode.a
; load mode into al
a
Y:Yxincfactor,b ; parallel move xincfactor into bl
NORMALRMALMODE ; if mode >= O then do feedback loop
b
; if xincfactor >= O then do lift mode
LIFTJûDE
;

move
move
sub

start conversion on channels 5 and 6
start conversion on channels 3 and 4
start conversion on channels 1 and 2

CALCULATE THE ERROR

+zin,xO
; load zin into xO
+setpt ,a
; load setpt into al
x0.a
Y:Yiconst,xl
; error = setpt - zin
; parallel move iconst into xl
; UPDATE THE RUNNING SUM (INTEGRAL)
al,yO
; load error into y0
+SUU, b
; load sum into bl
bl, +oldsum
; save old sum in case of saturation
yO,xL,b Y:Ypconst,yl
; b = sum + iconst*error
; parallel move pconst into y1

; CALCULATE THE P I FEEDEACK (Z VOLTAGE)
yO,yl,b bl,Y:Ysum ; b = (sum + iconst*error) + pconst*error
; paralle1 move bl into sum
CHECK-RANGE

ILIET-MODE
; FEED

move
move
tst
jle
move
sub
move
jmp

ADC2 THROUGH TO DAC6

; assume feedthrough is in xO
; send feedthrough to channel 6
x0,CDA6
+delay,a
a
Y :Yxfrac ,xl
; load xfrac into xl (positive fraction)
DONE,DELA!f
; if delay c= O, do lift mode
#>$000001,x0
xO,a
; else decrement delay and jump out
al, +delay
EXIT-FEEDBACK

] WNE,DELAY

; CALCULATE THE

Z VOLTAGE
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+feedcounter,xO

;
;

xO,xl,b

;
;
;

b

assume xfrac is in xl
load feedcounter uito xO
(nonnegative integer c lfxfrac)
bl = SIGNEDINT(feedcounter*xfrac) = O
bO = UNSIGNEDPRAC ( feedcounter*xfrac)

&darray,a

Convert bO to a signeci fraction
parallel move a pointer to darraylo] into a
b
Y:Ydatacounter,xO
; Since w e know the product is nonnegative,
; we can ignore the negàtive case.
; parallel move datacounter into xO
x0,a
bO.yO
; load a pointer to darray[daeacounter] into a
; parailel move
; SFRAC(feedcounter*xfrac} into y0
al,r3
; move pointer into address register
x0,b
; Due ta pipelining,
; if an address register is changed with a
; MOVE instruction, the new contents are not
; available for use as a pointer until
; the second following instruction,
; (DSP56000 User's Manual)
; move datacounter into b
Y: (r3)-,a
; move darray[datacounterl into a
; postdecrement the address register
b
(r31 ; parallel m o v e to decrement the address register
NOT-FIRST
; if datacouriter > O then
; don' t increment the address register
îr3)+
; increntent the address register
(r3)+
; increment the address register
;

;

asr

add

move
move

move
tst
jgt
move
move
] NOT-FIRST
move
sub

Y: (r3),xO
xO,a
x0,b

;
;

;

move
macr

al. YI
;
yO,yl,b Y:Ylift,xO

move the previous point into xO
a = darrayidatacounterl - previous point
parallel move the previous point into b
move difference into y1

b = previous point +
differencefSFRAC(feedcounter*xfrac)
; parallel move lift into xO
Y:Yzzero,xO
; b = b + lift
; parallel move zzexo into xO
; b = b + zzero
;

;

add

add
]CHECK-RANGE
move
cmp
jlt
move
move
move

move

xO,b

x0,b

; CLIP Z TO (ZCLAMP, 2"19-1)
; load "-200Vœ into x O
#>$07ffff,xO
; assume zout is in bl
x0,b
; is zout >= $07ffff?
CLAMPCLAMPZ
; if not skip next 2 instructions
x0,b
; else zout=$07ffff; ie. clip it
; if saturated don't
integrate any more
+oldsum,xt
fi,+sum
; keep the old integral Value
OUTPUT-Z
; don't check for negative saturation

+zclamp,x0

;
;

load zclamp into x O
assume zout is in bl
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x0.b
+oldsum,xl
xi.,+sum

is zout =< zclamp ?
if not skip next instruction
; else zout=zclamp; ie. clamp it
; same as in positive satuxation since w e
; want to stop integrating if either happens

bl, +zout
bl ,CDA3

;

Qnp

xO,b

jst
move
move
move

OUTPUT-Z

;

;

1 OUTPUT-z

move
move

move
move
mpY

Isl
asr
move
mPY
asr

move
macr

add

move

add
move

;

store bl in zout
send it to Z DAC

; CALCULATING X RASTER SIGNAL
+xinc,xO
; load xinc into xO (nonnegative integer)
+xfrac,xl
; load xfrac into xi (positive fraction)
xO,xl,b Y:Yxstepsize,yO ; bl = SIGNEDINT(xinc*xfrac)
; bO = UNSIGNEL3VRAC (xinc*xfrac)
; parallel move xstepsize into y0
b
; Convert bO to a signed fraction;
; Since we know the product is nonneqative,
b
; we don't need to worry about the
; negative case,
; move SïNT(xinc*xfrac) into y1
bl. YI
yO,yl,a
a
bO y1
; required for signed int
signed int,
; see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
; Using the DSP56000 Family of General; Purpose Digital Signal Processors'
; a10 = SïNT(xstepsize*SINT(xinc*xfrac)
)
; parallel move SFRAC(xinc*xfrac) into y1
aO,a
; result is less than 24 bits; move it into al
y0,yl,a Y:Yxsignedof fset,xL
; al = ROüND(xstepsize*SFRAC(xincfxfrac) t
; xstepsizefSINT(xinc*xfrac)1
; parallel move xsignedoffset into xl
Y:Yxincfactor,b
xl,a
; al=xsignedoffset+wtepsize'xinc*xfrac
; parallel move xincfactor into bl
al,CDA1
; output the new X value

.

; INCREMENTïNG X RASTER COUNTER
x0,b
Y:Yfeedcounter,a ; add xO with al ...Result in bl
; parallel move feedcounter into al
bl ,+xinc
; xinc = xinc + xincfactor

mve
add

; INCREMENTING THE # OF FEEDBACKS COUNTER
; load I into y0
#~$000001,y0
yO,a
Y:Yfeedvalue,yl
; increment feedcounter
; parallel move feedvalue into y1

QnP

yl,a

jlt

OUT UNTIL ENOUGH FEEDBACKS ARE DûNE
al,Y: Yfeeâcounter ; compare feedcounter with feedvalue
; parallel move al into feedcounter
EXIT-FEEDBACK
; jump out if feedcounter < feedvalue

clr

a

; SUMP

;

ENOUGH FEEDEACKS ...RESET FEEDBACK COUNTER

~:~xincfactor,b
; clear a
; parallel move xincfactor into b

Appendix A
tst
jle

move
tst
jlt
move
tnove
add
move
nop

move
1 INC-ZOUT
move
move
add

DSP program source code
al,Y: Yfeedcounter
; parallel move al into feedcounter
DOUBLE-INC
; if xincfactor c= O then don8t save any data
b

; SAVE Z VOLTAGE IN DATA ARRAY
+mode,a
; load mode into al

a
INC-ZOUT
; if mode c O then don't save tout
&darray ,a
; load darray-pointer into al
+datacounter,xL ; load datacounter into xl
xl,a
Y:Yzout,xO
; offset darray-pointer by datacouter
; parallel move zout into xO
al,23
; move the datapointer in r3
; Due to pipelining,
; if an address register is changed with a
; MOVE instruction, the new contents are not
; available for use as a pointer until
; the second following instruction.
; (DSP56000 User's Manual)
; darray [datacounterl = zout
x0,Y: (r3)
; INCREMENT DATA COUNTER
txincfactor,xO ; load xincfactor (i.e scan direction)
+datacounter,a ; load datacounter into al
x0.a
Y:Ymode,b ; add xincfactor to datacounter, result in al
; parallel move mode into bl

move

a1,Y:Ydatacowter
; parallel move al into datacounter
LNC,RIN
; if mode w O then donrt save rin
; SAVE R VOLTAGE IN DATA ARRAY (RESISTANCE FOR SRM)
bdarray ,a
; load darray-pointer into al
+datacounter,xi ; load datacounter into xi
xl.a
Y:Yrin,xO ; offset darray-pointer by datacounter
; parallel move rin into xO
al,r3
; move the datapointer into r3
; Due to pipelining,
; if an address register is changed with a
; MOVE instruction, the new contents are not
; available for use as a pointer until
; the second following instruction.
; (DSP56000 User's Manual)
x 0 , Y : (r3)
; darray[datacounterl = rin

move
move
add
move

; INCREMENT DATA COUNTER
+xincfactor,xO ; load xincfactor ( i - escan direction)
+datacounter,a ; load datacounter into al
xO,a
; add xincfactor to datacounter, result in al
al,+datacounter ; datacounter = datacounter + xincfactor

jmp

CHECK-ROW-START

b

move
move
add
move
nop

1 INC-RIN

3 DOUBLE-mc
move
move
add
add
move

+xincfactor,xO
+datacounter,a
x0.a
xO,a
al,+datacounter

;

load xincfactor into xO
load datacounter into al

;

datacounter = datacounter + 29cincfactor

;
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]CHECK-ROW-START

move
tst
jgt
move

; CHECK TO SEE IF WE HAVE REACIIED TIIE BEGINNING O F A ROW
; I F YES CHANGE X SCAN DIRECTION, RESTART DATA COUNTER
; AND EXIT FEED BACK ROUTINE
+datacounter,a ; load datacounter into al
a
; calculate datacounter
O
CHECK-ROW-END
; if datacounter > O then exit this check

-

move

+xincfactor,a
a
al,+xincfactor

clr

b

*eg

;
;

;

Y:Ymode,a
;

tst
jle

load xincfactor i n t o al
change scandirection
xincfactor = -xincfactor
; clear b
parallel move mode into al

a

b1,Y:Ydatacounter
; parallel move bl into datacounter
CHANGE-MODE
; if mode c= O then skip next section
;

LIFT MODE: OBTAIN Z(Z) CURVE

Tip withdraw
move
move
move
move
move
1 LIET-WITHDRAW
xl,a
CmP
L IFT-READREADUP
jit
al,CDS3
move
#LIET,STEP
=eP
nop
;

;
;

;
;
;

load
load
load
load
load

"+200VR into al
increment into xO
zout into xl
'-200Vm into y1
pointer to zarray into r7

;

if a c zout then don't output a
send a to the DAC

;

start conversion on channels 5 and 6

;
;

load the deflection sensor output into bl
store bl in zarray and postincrement pointer

;

if a c "-200VR then loop again

;

load "-200VR (approx,) into al
load '+200VR into y1
load setpt into xl

;

1 LIFT~READ_-UP
move
'=P
nop
move
move
add
CmP
jlt
;

T i p approach

move
move
move

#>$O7f000,a
#>Sf80000,y 1
+setpt,xl

;
;

1 LIFT-APPROACH
jgt

move
reP
nop
move
1 L I ET-READ-DOW
move

xl.b
; if deflection > set point then don't output a
LIFTLIFT_READ_DOWNREAD-DOWN
al,CDA3
; send a to the DAC
#LIFT_STEP

r7,+endpoint

;

store endpoint

CAD5,yO

;

start conversion on channels 5 and 6
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nop
move
move
sub
cmp
jge

CAD6, b

bl,Y: (r7)+
xO, a
yl,a
L1FTJiPPROAC)i

load deflection sensor output into bl
store bl in zarray and postincrement pointer
; a = a - x O

;
;

;

if a >= "+200Vœ then loop again

; LIFTMODE:

CALCULATE THE Z VOLTAGE OFFSET BETWEEN THE OPERATmG POINT
AND THE ZERO DEEZECTION POINT
; Find the deflection sensor output which corresponds to
; zero deflection.
move
+endpoint,r7
; load endpoint into r7
move
%>48,x1
; load fuzziness into xl
;
;

1 Fm-PLATLïNE
move

Y: (r7)-,a

;
;

move

Y: (r7)-,y0

;
;

yO,a

Y: (r71+,b

load first point into al,
postdecrement pointer
load second point into yO,
postdecrement pointer
; a = a - y 0

parallel move third point into b,
; postincrement pointer
; b = b - y 0
;

yQ,b
xl,a

;

if abs (a-xl) > approx. zero then loop again

F~KD-E'LATLINE

;

(r7)+
Y: (r7), x i

;
;

if abs ( b - x l ) > approx. zero then loop again
increment r7
load zero deflection level into xl

FIND-E'LATLINE

xl.b

Find where the deflection sensor output is less than or equal to
the zero deflection levelmove
+endpoint,r7
; load endpoint into r7
; Due to pipelining,
noP
; if an address register is changed with a
; MOVE instruction, Che new contents are not
; available for use as a pointer until
; the second following instruction; (DSP56000 User's Manual)
;
;

1 Fm-ZERO-LEVEL
move

Y: (r7)-,a

Qnp

fi,a

jgt

FIND-ZERO-LE-

move
move

ir7)+
r7,+zeropoint

;

load point into a, postdecrement pointer

if the point is greater than the endpoint
value, then loop again
increment r7
; store r7 in zeropoint
;
;
;

Find the z voltage of the point where
the deflection sensor output returns to its initial value.
move
+endpoint,b
; load endpoint into bl
move
11~511,
xi
; load 511 into xl
move
&zarray,a
; load pointer ta zarray into al
add
xl,a
; offset pointer by 511
move
al,r7
; load pointer to zarray[5111 into r7
#>$f 8OOO0,a
move
; load "+200Va into al
;

;

1F m - E N D
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add
move
CmP
jne
move

x0,a

(r7)-

r7,xl
xl,b
FIND_END
al,yO

;

a = a + xO
move to decrement r7
r7 to xl

; parallel
; transfer
;
;

if b != xl then loop again
transfer z voltage to y0

Find the z voltage of the point where
the deflection sensor output is less than or equal to
; the zero deflection level.
move
+zeropoint,b
; load zeropouit into bl
;

;

1FIND_ZERO
add

mo-ve

x0,a

(r7)-

;

a = a + xO
move to decrement r7
r7 to xl

; parallel
; txransfer

jlt

r7,xî
xl,b
FIND_ZERO

;

if b c xL then loop again

sub
move

yO,a
al,+zzero

;
;

a = zero-deflection
store zzero

CmP

-

zout

; MOVE THE TIP Tû
STAR'PING POSITION FOR LIFTMODE
Tip withdrawal
; load '+200Vm into al
move
#>$f80000,a
move
+zout,xl
; load zout into xl
move
%>$07ffff,yl
; load '-200Vm into y1
1 LIET-WITHDRArn
=P
xl,a
LIFT-READ-UP2
; if a c zout then don't output a
jlt
move
al,CDA3
; send a to the DAC
reP
#LIFT-STEP
;

noP
1 LIFT-READ-UP2
add

='P
jlt

xO,a

; a = a + x O

yl,a
LIFT-WITHDRAW;!

;

if a < "-200Vm then loop again

; Tip approach
move
+zzero,a
; load zzero into a
add
xl,a
Y:Ylift,yO
; a = zout + zzero
; parallel move lift into y0
add
YO, a
; a = zout + zzero + lift
move
al,yl
; transfer al to y1
move
#>$07f0008a
; load "-200Vœ (approx-1 into al
1LIFT-APPROACH2
; send al to the DAC
move
al,CDA3
#LIFT-STEP
reP
nop
sub
xO,a
; a = a - x 0
cmp
YI,a
jgt
LIFT-APPROACH2 ; if a > starting position then loop again
;

;
;
;

Set up a counter to
feed through a number of samples from ADCS to DAC6
before starting LiitMode,
so that the lock-in amplifier has t h e to settle.
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move
move

#>FEED-DELAY,a
al,+delay

;

store delay

1 CHANGE-MODE
move
neg
move

+mode,a
a
al, +mode

;

load mode into al

;

mode = -mode

EXIT-FEEDBACK

; E X 1T

FEED3ACK ROUTINE

1CHECK-ROW-END

CHECK SEE IF WE HAVE REACHED THE END OP A ROW
IF NO M I T FEEDBACK ROUTINFC, IF YES CHANGE X SCAN DIRECTION
#>$0001ff,x0
; load 511 into xO ( 2 images of 256 pixels)
+datacomterra ; load dacacounter into al
x0.a
; calculate âatacounter - 511
EXIT-FEEDEACK
; if datacounter c= 511 then M I T FEEDBACK
;
;

move
move
CmP
jle
move
neg
move

tst
jgt
jeq

move
move

+xincfactor,a
; load xincfactor into al
a
Y:Ymode,b ; change scandirection
; parallel move mode into bl
al,+xincfactor ; xincfactor = -xincfactor
; assume S0001ff is in xO
x0,Y: Ydatacounter
; parallel move xO into datacounter
; if mode > O then EXIT
MITJXEDBACK
CHECK-Y
+zout,xO
; load zout into xO
x0, +sum
; store xO in sum

b

] CHECK-Y

CHECK IF WE HAVE REACHED THE TOP OR BOTTOM OF THE IKAGE
AND CHANGE Y SCAN DIRECTION
+yinc ,a
; load yinc into al
#>$0000ff,x0
; load 255 into xO
x0.a
Y:Yystepsize,xl; calculateyinc-255
; parallel move ystepsize into x i
CHANGE-Y
; if yinc=255 CHANGE Y SCAN DIRECTION
; assume yiac is in al
a
Y :Yyinc ,xO
; calculate al-0
; parallel move yinc into xO
; if yinc CS O M I T CHECK
OUTPUT-Y
;
;

move
move
='P

jne
] CIEANGE-Y

move
neg

move
1 OUTPUT-Y

+yincfactor,a
; load yincfactor (Y SCAN DIRECTION)
a
Y:Yyinc,xO
; change y scan direction
; parallel move yinc into xO
al,+yincfactor ; yincfactor = -yincfactor

CALCULATING Y =TER
SIGNAL
; assume yinc is in xO
; assume ystepsize is in xl
xO,xîra
; calculate yincfystepsize
a
Y:Yysignedof fset,yO
; Required for signed int
signed int.
; See "Fractional and Iriteger Arithmetic
;

mpY
asr
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the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processorsuparallel move ysignedoffset into y0
a0,a
; result is less than 24 bits; move it i n t o al
y0.a
Y:Yyincfactor,b
; calculate ysignedoffset+yincfystepsize
; parallel move yincfactor into bl
al,CDA2
; output the new Y value
; Using

;
;

move
add
move

;

IXCREMENTIBXG Y RASTER COUNTER (ROW/LIUE COUNTER)
: add xO ( = yinc) to al .,,~esult in al

add
move

x0,b
bl ,+yinc

movep

START DATA TRANSFER TO PC
POTû BEGINKLNG, ENABLE HOST INTERnUPTS OF
; DSP ANE VICE-VERSA. . EVERYTIME EITX LOW BYTE IS READ DSF
; IS INTERRUPTED AND I N T . SERVICE ROUTUPDATES THE DATA
#$0000,SCR
; disable SC1 Timer interrupts (clear TMIE)

;

yinc = yinc

+

yincfacror

;

; SET DATA

-

until al1 the data is transferred
point data to start
; enable Host Transmit Data interrupts
; (set HTIE)
; send yinc to start transfer and interrupt PC
;

move
movep

Ldarray, r3

movep

bl ,HTX

XSO6,HCR

;

setpoint ( 1

changebias ( 1
{

/ + changes bias voltage on channel 4 */

/ * called by CV to prS0034 * /
/%

movep
move
rti

HRX, xO
xO,CDA4

;

read in bias voltage

: set bias voltage
;

return from subroutine

%/

1

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

changeifeedback ( 1
C

/ * Reads the 1-feeüback value £rom PC

&

updates it

+/

/
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changepfeedback0
{

/ * Reads the P-feedback value from PC
/ + called by CV to prS0036

&

updates it * /
*/

/%

novep

move
rti
%/

1

HRX,xO
x0, +pconst

;
;

store proportional gain in pconst
return from subroutine
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enableint ( )
{

/ * change Host command Register on DSP, * /
/ * enabling Host Transmit Data interrupts * /
/ * called by Conunand Vector to p : S 0 0 2 a * /
/%

movep

#$O6,HCR

rti

;
;
;

enable Host Transmit Data interrupts
(set EXTIE)
return from subroutine

%/

1

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

disableint ( 1
t
/+

change Host Command Register on DSP, * /
/ * disabling Host Transmit Data interrupts * /
/ + called by a Conunand Vector to p:$002c * /
/%

movep

#$04,HCR

rti

;
;
;

disable H o s t T r d t Data i n t e r ~ p t s
(clear HTIE)
return from subroutine

%/

1

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

startstop ( )
C

/ * start/stop the AFM - if stop is T'RUE, stop it else start it * /
/ * called by Conunand Vector to p:$OOSe * /
/%

movep
tst
jeq

movep
j m ~

HRX,a
a
START
#$0000,SCR
MIT-STARTSTOP

;

read flag to start/stop AFM
if stop. .stop scanriing
else start.,
disable SC1 Timer interrupts (clear TMIE)
end stop

r

enable SC1 Timer interrupts (set TMIE)

I

return from subroutine

t
p
I

I

1 START

movep
8S2000,SCR
1EXIT-STARTSTûP
rti
%/

1
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changeyrange(
C

/ * Read in the n e w ystepsize and calculate the new ysignedoffset. * /
/ * Called by Connnand Vector to p:S0032 * /
/%

Read in new ystepsize

movep WRX,yO
move yO,+ystepsize
move
move
move
move
move

#>$07ffff,yl
yl.CDA3
yl,+zout
yl,+ s u
#>128,yT
mpy -yO,yl,b

retract probe

load number of stepsf2 in I image
calculate -range/S
required for signed int
signed int,
see 'Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
O s i n g the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors"
result in bO move it up to bl
load yoffset into y1
calculate corrected offset for
signed output (bl -> bl+yl)

asr b

move bO ,b
move +yoffset,yl
add yl,b
move bl,+ysignedoffset
; CHANGE THE Y VOLTAGE
move +yinc,yl
mpy y0,y18a
asr a
b1,xO

, load yinc into y1
ystepsize
, a = yinc
, Required for signed int
signed int.
See 'Fractional and ïnteger Mithmetic
I

Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors'.
, parallel move ysignedoffset into xO
, move result into al
, a = yinc
ystepsize + ysignedoffset
send the new y voltage to the DAC
#

I

move a0 ,a
add xO, a
move aL8CDA2
;

SET THE Z CLAMP VALUE
I

move +yoffset,a
tst a
jgt YRYOPOS
neg 8

r

I

8

find the minimum y voltage
load yoffset into a
if yoffset > O
b = -ysignedoffset

j m p YRYOEND

1 YRYOPOS
move #>256,y1
~ P yO,yl,a
Y
asr a

8

8

a
#

I

move a0,yO
add yO,b

load 256 into y1
a = 256
ystepsize
required for signed int
signed int
see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSPS6000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors"
move result into y0
b = ysignedoffset + 256
ystepsize

1 YRYOEND
move +xoffset,a

find the minimum x voltage
, load xoffset into a
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tst a
jgt YRXOPOÇ
rnove +xsignedoffset,a
neg a

;
;
;

if xoffset > O
load xsignedoffset into a
a = -signedo£fset

jmp YRXOEND

1m o e o s
move +xstepsize,xO
WY xO,yl,a
asr a

move aO,a
move +xçignedoffset,xO
add xO,a

load xstepsize into xO
a = 256
xstepsize
required for signed int * signed int
; see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
; Using the DSPS6000 Parnily of General; Purpose Digital Signal i?rocessorsD
; move result up into al
; load xsignedoffset into xO
; a = 256 * xstepsize + xsignedoffset
;

;
;

1 YRXOEND

determine which minimum voltage is
more negative and set zclamp to
; the minimum voltage + 200V
; load 200V into xl
; load al into xO
; calculate b-xO
; if xlimit > ylimit
; b = ysignedoffset + 256 * ystepsize + 200V
;

;

move # > $ f 8 0 0 0 0 , ~
move a1,xO
cmp xO,b
jit L200
add xl,b
jmp L201
1 L200
add xl,a
move a,b

;
;

a = 256
xstepsize
transf er a to b

;

cmp xl,b
jge M I T Y R A N G E

;

;
;

clip the clamp value to 200V
calculate b - x i
if proposed zclamp c 200V
set zclamp to 200V

move bl, +zclamp

;

store zclamp

rti

;

return from subroutine

+

xsignedoffset

1 L201

move xl ,b
EXIT-YRANGE

%/

1

changeyoff ( )

C
/ * Changes the Y offset to a value dictated by PC * /
/ * Called by Conunand Vector to p:S0028 * /
1%

movep W , y l
move
yl, +yoffset
move #>$07ffff,xO
move xO,CDA3
move xO ,+zout
move xO ,+sum
move +YStepsize,y0
move #>128,x0
mpy -yO,xO,b

;

read in Y offset value

;

retract probe

;
;

load ystepsize into y0
load number of steps/2 in 1 image
calculate -range/2

;

+

200V
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asr b

;
;

move bO ,b
add yl,b
move bl,+ysignedoffset
; CHANGE THE Y VOLTAGE
move cyinc ,y1
mpy y O I y l I a
asr a
bl,xO

move aO,a
add xO, a
move al,CDA2
;

required for signed int
signed int
See "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors*
result in bO, move it to bl
calculate corrected offset for
signed output ( bl->bl+yl 1

load yinc into y1
a = yinc
ystepsize
signed k t .
Required for signed int
See 'Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
U s i n g the DSP56000 F a m i l y of GeneralPutpose Digital Signal Processors'.
paralle1 move ysignedoffset into xO
move result into al
a = yinc
ystepsize + ysignedoffset
send the new y voltage to the DAC
+

SET THE Z CLAMP VALUE

move +yoffset,a
tst a
jgt YOYOPOS
neg b
jmp YOYOEND
1YOYOPOS
move #>256,y1
mpy yO,yl,a
asr a

move a0 ,y0
add yO,b
1 YOYOEND
move +xoffset,a
tst a
jgt YOXOPOS
move +xsignedoffset,a
neg a
jmp YOXOEND
1 YOXOPOS
move +xçtepsize ,x0
~ P Y
xOtylta
asr a

move aO,a
move +xsignedoffset,xO
add xO ,a
1 YOXOEND

find the minimum y voltage
load yoffset into a

if yoffset

>

O

b = -ysignedoffset

load 256 into y1
a = 256
ystepsize
required for signed int
signed int
see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors'
move result into y0
b = ysignedoffset + 256
ystepsize
+

find the minimum x voltage
load xoffset into a
if xoffset > O
load xsignedoffset into a
a = -xsigneàoffset

load xstepsize into xO
a = 256 + xstepsize
required for signed int
signeci int
see 'Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 F a m i l y of GeneralFurpose Digital Signal Processors*
move result up into al
load xsignedoffset into xO
a = 256
xstepsize + xsignedoffset
determine which minimum voltage is
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more negative and set zclamp to
the minimum voltage + 200V
; load 200V into xl
; load aï into xO
; calculate b-xO
; if xlimit > ylimit
; b = ysignedoffset + 256
ystepsize
;
;

rnove #>$f80000,x1
move al,xO
aw xO,b
jlt L203
add xl,b
jmp L204

+

2OOV

IL203
add xl, a
move a,b

;
;

a = 256
xstepsize + xsignedoffset + 200V
tramfer a to b

1 L204
clip the clamp value to 2OOv
b-xl
; if proposed zclamp c ZOOV
; set zclamp to 200V
;

anp XL.b
jge EXIT-YOFF

move xi,b
1 EXIT-YOFF
move bl,+zclamp
rti

; calculate

;

store tclamp

;

return from subroutine

chmgexrange ( )

i
/ * Updates xrange variable & calculates x£rac=xrange/xincrange * /
/ * effectively chariging X step size. * /
/ * Called by Conmrand Vector to p:S0030 * /
/3

movep HRX,xO
move x0,txçtepsize
move #>$07ffff,xl
move xl,C~A3
move xl, +zout
move xl, +sum
move #>128,x1
mpy -xO,xl,a
asr a

move a0,a
move +xoffset,xl
add xl,a
move al,+xsignedoffset
; CHANGE THE X VOLTAGE
move +xinc,xl
move +xfrac,y0
mpyr xl,yO,b
move bl ,y0
~ P xO,yO,b
Y
asr b
a1,yO

;

Read in n e w xstepsize

;

retract probe

load number of steps/2 in 1 image
calculate -range/2
; required for signed int * signed int
; see 'Fractional and integer Arithmetic
; Using the DSP56000 Family of General; Purpose Digital Signal Processorsm
; result in a0 move it up EO al
; load xof fset into xi
; calculate corrected offset for
; signed output (al -> al+xl)
;
;

load xinc into xi
load xfrac into y0
; b = xinc * xfrac
; move integer part into y0
; b = xinc * xfrac * xstepsize
; Required f o r signed int
signed int.
; S e e "Fractional and ïnteger Arithmetic
;
;
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move bO ,b
add yO,b
move b1,CDAl
;

Using the DSPS6000 Pamily of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors',
parallel move xsignedoffset into y0
move result uito bl
b = xinc
xfrac
xstepsize + xsignedoffset
send the new x voltage to the DAC

SET THE Z CLAMP VALUE

move +xoffset,b
tst b
jgt XRXOPOS
n w a
jmp XRXOEND

f ind the minimum x voltage
load xoffset into b

if xoffset > O
a = -xsignedoffset

1XRXOPOS
move b256,xl
mpy x0,xl.b
asr b

move bO ,xO
add xO,a

load 256 into xl
b = 256 * xstepsize
signed int
required for signed i n t
see 'Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signai Processorsu
move result into xO
a = xsignedoffset + 256
xstepsize

1XRXOEND

move +yoffset,b
tst b
jgt XRYOPOS
move +ysignedoffset,b
neg b
jmp XRYOEND
1 XRYOPOS
move +ystepsize,yO
mpy yO.xl,b
asr b

move bO ,b
move +ysignedoffset,yO
add yO,b

find the minimum y voltage
load yoffset into b
if yoffset > O
load ysignedoffset into b
b = -ysignedoffset

load ystepsize into y0
ystepsize
b = 256
required for signed int * signed int
see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors'
move result up into bl
load ysignedoffset into y0
b = 256
ystepsize + ysignedoffset

1XRYOEND

move #>$f80000,yl
move bl ,y0
cmp Y O , ~
j l t L206
add y1 ,a

determine which minimum voltage is
more negative and set zclamp to
the minimum voltage + 200V
load 200v into yl
load bl into y0
calculate a-y0
if ylimit > xlimit
a = xsignedoffset + 256
xstepsize + 200V

jmp L207

1 L206
add y1 ,b
move b ,a

b = 256
ystepsize + ysignedoffset + 200V
transfer b ta a
f

1~207
clip the clamp value to 200V
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cmp ylra
jge EXIT-XRANGE

move yl,a
1 EXITJCRANGE
move al. +zclamp
rti

;

calculate a-y1
if proposed zclamp < 200V
set zclamp to 200V

;

store zclamp

;

return from subroutine

;

;

%/

changexoff (
{

/ * Changes the
/'
/%

X offset to a -lue
dictated by PC * /
Called by Conmand Vector to p:$0026 * /

movep HRX,xi.
move
xï,+xoffset
move
move
move
move
move
move

;

#>$07ffff,y0
y O ,CDA3

retract probe

.

yO,+zout
y0 +sum
+xstepsize,xO
#>128,y0
m p y -xO ,yO,a
asr a

load xstepsize into a
load number of s t e p s / 2 in 1 image
calculate -range/2
signed intRequired for signed int
See "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors'

move aO,a
add xl,a
move al,+xsignedoffset

calculate corrected offset for
signed output

; CHANGE THE X VOLTAGE
move +xinc,xi
move +xfrac ,y0
mpyr d.yO,b
rnove bl ,y0
m p y xO,yO,b
asr b
a1,yO

load xinc into xl
load xfrac into y0
b = xinc
xfrac
rnove integer part into y0
b = xinc
xfrac
xstepsize
Required for signed i n t
signed int.
See "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors',
parallel move xsignedoffset into y0
move result into bl
b = xinc * xfrac
xstepsize + xsignedoffset
send the n e w x voltage to the DAC

move bO ,b
add y0 ,b
move bl ,C D A ~
;

read in X offset =lue

SET THE Z CLAMP VALUE

move #>256,x1
WY xO,xl,b
asr b

;
;
;
;
;

;

find the minimum x voltage
load 256 into xl
b = 256
xstepsize
required for signed int
signed int
see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of General-
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move result into xO
a = xsignedoffset + 256 * xstepsize

move bO ,xO
add xO,a

f ind the minimum y voltage
load ystepsize into y0
b = 256
ystepsize
required for signed int
signed int
see "Fractional and Integer Arithmetic
Using the DSP56000 Family of GeneralPurpose Digital Signal Processors'
move result up into bl
load ysignedoffset into y0
b = 256
ystepsize + ysignedoffset

move +ystepsize,yO
mpy y O t x l t b
asr b

move bO ,b
move +ysignedoffset,y0
add y0 ,b

determine which minimum voltage is
more negative and set zclamp to
the minimum voltage + 200V
load 200V into y1
load bl into y0
calculate a-y0
if ylimit > xlimit
a = xsignedoffset + 256
xstepsize

move #>$f80000,yl
move bl ,y0
cmp y0.a
jlt L209
add yl,a
j m p L210

+

200V

+

2OOV

1 L2O9
add yl,b
move b ,a

b = 256
ystepsize + ysignedoffset
transfer b to a

1 L210

clip the clamp value to 200V
calculate a-y1
if proposed zclanip < 200V
set zclamp to 200V

c'lw yl,a

jge EXIT-XOFF
move yl,a
]EXIT-XOFF
move al,+zclamp
rti

store zclamp
;

r e t m from subroutine

changefeedvalueo
{

/ * Calculates xfrac=l/feedvalue and updates feedvalue, which in turn * /
/ * defines the scan rate since #feedbackç/row=feedvalue*256 * /
/ * Called by Conunand Vector to p:S003a * /
/%

movep HRX,xO
move xO,+feedvalue
move
move
move
move
clr
move
move

#>$O75f ff,a
al.CDA3
al,+zout
al, +sum
a
al,+xinc
al,+datzcounter

;

read in new feedvalue

;

retract probe

clear a
reset xinc i.e start scanning row
; reset datacounter i.e. no data
;
;
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move al,+feedcounter
move i t ~ S 0 0 0 0 0 1 . a
move al,+xincfaceor

;

reset feedcounter => we're starting

;

set al to 1

;

scan direction is

;

prepare for long division
by clearing the C bit of the CCR
repeat 24 times for 24 bit precision

;
;

"+'

increasing

rep #$18
div xO,a
move a0 ,+xfrac

;
;

calculate l/feedvalue
Save result in xfrac

rti

;

return from subroucine

x
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stepper i 1

c
/ * Single step the stepper motor in either direction * /
/ * Called by Command Vector to prS0018 * /
/%

movep HRX, a
move #>MOTOR-STEP, xO

tst
jeq

a
STEPO

move #>$3,a
movep al, PCD
rep xO
nop
move #>$l,a
movep al, PCD
rep xO
nop
jmp

MIT-STEPPER

read in step direction
load number of d o c k cycles/2 to wait
; between state changes of step bit
;

;

;
;
;

;
;

is it goiag down?
else step up-.
set PC2, PC1, PCO to 011, O=/en,l=step,l=dir
send step comxnand to stepper controller
wait xO times 2 clock cycles

;
;

s e t PC2,PCI,PCO to 001, O=/-, O=step,l=dir
send step command to stepper controller
wait xO times 2 clock cycles

;

stepping done; exit

;

1 STEPO

move #>$2,a
movep al, PCD
rep xO
nop
clr
a
movep al, PCD
rep XO
nop
1 EXIT-STEPPER
move #>$4,xO
or
xO,a
movep al, PCD
nop
nop
rti

set PC2, PC1,PCO to 010, O=/-, l=step,O=dir
send step conunand to stepper controller
; wait xO times 2 clock cycles
;

;

;
;

;

;

;

set PC2,PC1,PCO to 000, O=/en,O=step,O=dir
send step command to stepper controller
wait xO times 2 clock cycles

load motor-off bit-mask
or mask with step out to preserve direction

;

sent stepout variable to stepper motor
turning it off

;

return from subroutine

;

%/

1

sendmeter ( )

I
/ * Send photodiode meter value ro PC * /
/ * value is 18 bits sign extendeü to 2 4 ...2s complement * /
/ * Called by Co-d
Vector to p:$001a * /
/%

move CADS ,xO
rep #ADC-CONV
nop

;

start conversion Chnls 5&6
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move CAD6,x0
movep xO ,HTX

;

read the value in from the ADC
write value to host data register

rti

;

returri from subroutine

;

changecutoff ( )
{

/ * Send 8 bit number to digitally progranunable filter * /
/ * the cutoff=(value of binazy nMLber/256)*51.2mz * /
/ * Called by Command Vector to prS0024 * /
/%

movep
move

HRX,a
a1,FDPF

rti

;

read cutoff number from PC
send it to xilinx

;

return from subroutine

;

changelift ( )

E
/ * Change the lift height * /
/ * Called by Conunand Vector to prSOO2O * /
/%

movep
move
move

HRX, a
al,+lift
al,+mode

;
;

;
;

read lift height from PC
store lift
if lift = O then mode = O
else mode > O

setz ( 1

C

/ * Set Z voltage * /
I f Called by Coxanand Veccor to p:$0014 * /
/%

movep
move
move
move
rti

EiRX, a
al,CDA3
al,+zout
al,+sum

;

read Z voltage from PC
send it to the piezo
store zout
store sum

;

return from subroutine

;
;

;

zzcurve ( )
C
/

Acquire a z (z1 curve and send it to the PC * /

/ * Called by Command Vector to p:$0016 * /
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/%

Initialize variables
Piezo begins pulling away from the tip
move
#>$f80000,a
; load +200V into al
move
#>S001000,x0
; load increment into xO
move
+zout,xl
; load zout into xl
move
#>S07ffff,yl
; load -2OOV into y1
move
&zarray,r7
; load pointer to zarray into r7
] WITKDRAW
anp
xl,a
; if a < zout then donrt output a
jlt
READ-OP
move
al,CDA3
; send a to the DAC
1 READ-UP
r e ~
%ZZ-STEP
nop
move
CAû5,yO
; start conversion on channels 5 and 6
#ADC-CONV
rep
;

;

nop

move
move
move
add
cmp

CAD6,b
bl ,CDA6
bl,Y: (r7)+
xO,a
yl,a

;

jlt

WITHDRAW

;

;

load the deflection sensor output into bl

store bl in zarray and postincrement pointer
; a = a + x O

if a

-=

-200V then loop again

Initialize variables
Piezo begins moving toward the tip
move
; load -200V (approx.) into al
move
; load +200V into y1
move
; load setpt into xl
] APPROACH
xl,b
CmP
; if deflection > set point then don't output a
READREAODOWN
jgt
al,CDA3
move
1READ-Dom
rep
noP
move
; start conversion on channels 5 and 6
rep
nop
move
CAD6,b
; load deflection sensor output into bl
bl ,CDA6
move
b1,Y: (r7)+
move
; store bl in zarray and postincrement pointer
xO,a
sub
; a = a - x O
yl,a
cmp
APPROACH
; if a >= +200V then loop again
jse
;

;

move
move
move
movep
movep

;

&zarray,r3
ffSO6,
HCR

send original zout to piezo

load pointer to zarray into r3
enable H o s t Transmit Data interrupts
; (set EITIE)
; start transfer and interrupt PC
; by sending zout
;
;

Appendîx A
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%/

1
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;

return from subrouthe
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/ * Reset vector * /
/ * After reset, this is where the pxogram counter points * /
/ * Jump to start of real program * /
/%

section reset
org
p:$0000
jmp
$0040
nop
endsec

; where
; jmnp
; it's

to put this routine
to start of real program
a 2-word interrupt

%/

/ + SSI Receive Data interrupt

*/

/ * May be used as a Host Command interrupt if RIE in the
/ + Call routine to enable SC1 Timer interrupts * /

CRB

is clear * /

/%

section enabletimerinterrupt
orq
prS000c
; where to put this routine
jsr
Fenabletimerint+4 ; jimrp to enabletherint0
; it's a 2-word interrupt
endsec
%/
/+

--------------------------------------------------------------------

/ * SSI Receive Data with Exception Çtatus interrupt * /

/ * SSI Transmit Data interrupt * /

/ * S S I Transmit Data with Exception Status interrupt * /

/ * SC1 Receive Data interrupt * /
/ * May be used as a Host command interrupt if RIE in the SCR is clear * /
/ * Call routine to set Z voltage to a value read in from the PC * /
/%

section zinit
p:$0014
jsr
Fsetz+4

erg

;
;
;

where to put this routine
jump to setz( 1
it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/

/ * S C 1 Receive Data with Exception Status interzupt * /
/ * May be us& as a ~ o s command
t
interrupt if RIE in the SCR is clear * /
/ * Cal1 routine to acquire a z(z1 m
e */
/%

section zz

/
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org
jsr

p:S0016
Fzzcurve+4

where to put this routine
to zzcurve(1
; it's a 2-word interrupt
;

; jimip

endsec
%/

/ + SC1

Transmit Data interrupt * /

/ * May be used as a Host Command interrupt if TIE in the SCR is clear * /
/ * Call routine to step the motor once + /
/3

section s t e p
org
p:$0018
jsr
Fstepper+4

; where to put this
; jump to stepper()
;

routine

it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

/ * SC1 rdle Line interrupt * /

/ * May be used as a ~ o s tcommand interrupt if Il;IE in the SCR is clear * /
/ * Call routine to send the photodiode meter value to the PC * /
/3

section meter
org
ptS001a
jsr
Fsendmeter+4

;

;
;

where to put this routine
jump to sencimeter0
it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

/ * SC1 T b e r interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by TMïE in the SCR * /
/ * Call routine to update X, Y, and Z, initiate data trançfer to PC * /
/%

section update
org
p:$001c
jsr
Ff eedback+4

;
;
;

where to put this routine
jump to feedback()
i r e s a 2-word interrupt

endsec

/ * p:$001e is reserved by Motorola * /

/ * Host Receive Data interrupt * /
/ * May be used as a Host Command interrupt if HRIE in the HCR is clear * /
/ * Call routine to change the lift height * /
/%

section liftheight
org
p:$0020
jsr
Fchangelift+4

;
;
;

endsec

where to put this routine
jump to changelift ( 1
it's a 2-word interrupt
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136

/ * Host Transmit Data interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HTIE in the HCR * /
/ * send data from DSP to Pt * /
/%

section senddatum
org
ptSOO22
movep
y:(r3)+,HTX
noP
endsec
%/

/*

;

where to put this routine
data at pointer to output
it's a 2-word interrupt

; move
;

--------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

/ * default Host Command interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Call routine to chançe D i g . Prog. Filter cutoff ftequency * /
/%

section filtercutoff
org
p:$OO24
jsr Fchangecutofft4

;
;
;

where to put this routine
jump to changecutoffo
it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/
/"

--------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

/ * Host Command interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by ECIE in the HCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to change X scan offset * /
/%

section xoffset
org
p:$0026
jsr Fchangexoffc4

;
;

;

where to put this routine
jrunp to changexoff0
it's a 2 - w o r d interrupt

endsec
%/

/ * Host Command interrupt /
/ * Enabled by H C I E in the HCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to change Y scan offset * /
/%

section Yof fset
org
p:$0028
jsr Fchangeyoff+4

;
;
;

where to put this routine
jump to changeyoff0
it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/
/f

--------------------------------------------------------------------

/ * Host Command interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Call routine to enable Hast Transmit Data interrupts * /
/%

section enable

/
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/ * Host Conunand interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Call routine to disable Host Transmit Data interrupts * /
/%

section disable
org
psS002C
jsr Fdisableint+Q

;
;

;

where to put this routine
jump to disableint( 1
it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/

/ * Host Command interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to toggle SC1 timer enable * /
/%

section togglefeeüback
org
p:S002E
jsr Fstartstop+4

where to put this routine
j u n p to startstop( 1
: it's a 2-word interrupt

;
;

endsec
%/

/*

---------------------------------------------------------

/ * Host Conunand interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to change X range * /
/%

section xrange
org
p:S0030
jsr Fchangexrange+4

;

;
;

where to put this routine
jump to changexrangeo
itrs a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

/ * Host Coxnmand interrupt * /
/ * Eriabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Call routine to change Y range * /
/%

section yrange
org
p:S0032
jsr Fchangeyrange+4

;
;
;

endsec
%/

/ * Host Command interrupt * /

where to put this routine
jump to changeyrange ( 1
itrs a 2-word interrupt

/
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/ * Enabled by HCIE in the RCR * /
/ * Call routine to change bias voltage

- unused now, saved for STM * /

/%

section biasvoltage
org
p:$0034
jsr Fchangebias+4

; w h e r e to put this routine
; jump to cha.ngebias()
; it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec

/ * Hosc C o m d interrupt * /
/ * m a b l e d by HCIE in the KCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to change proportional feedback constant * /
/%

section pfeed
org
p:$0036
jsr Fchangepfeedback+4

;

;
;

where to put this routine
jiimp to changepfeedback (
it's a 2-word interrupt

endsec
%/

/*

---------------------------------------------------------

/ * ~ o s tCommand interrupt * /
nab bled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to change integral feedback constant + /
/

/%

section ifeed
org
p:$0038
j s r Fchangeifeedback+B

;

where to put this routine
to changeifeedback0
it's a 2-word interrupt

; jiunr,
;

endsec
%/

/*

---------------------------------------------------------

/ * Host Command interrupt * /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Cal1 routine to change feedvalue (scan ratel on DSP + /
/%

section feedvalue
org
p:$003A
jsr Fchangefeedvalue+4

where to put this routine
jump to changefeedvalue ( 1
; it's a 2-word interrupt
;
;

endsec
%/

/*

--------------------------------------------------------------------

/ * Host Command interrupt /
/ * Enabled by HCIE in the HCR * /
/ * Call routine to change m e n t set point on DSP * /
/%

section setpoint
org
p:$003C
jsr Fsetpoint+4
endsec

;
;
;

where to put this routine
jump to setpoint ( )
it's a 2-word interrupt

*/
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Appendix B

SPM image file format

Each image acquired by the SPM control system is recorded in two files: a binary

file containing the raw data, and a text file which desmies the data. Both files are given
the same name but different sufies.

The binary data file is composed of a Stream of 65 536 16-bit signed integen in
Intel byte order, with values dong the x-axis stored first. This file is given a .EXP suffix.

The ASCII parameter file is composed of several h e s of information regarding its
associated data file. Each Line is terminated with a carriage r e m and line feed, which signal the end of a Line in DOS. If this file is tramferreci to another plattom, the end-of-Iine

characters should be traoslated to the native format to maintain its readability by humans.

The idonnation n o d l y contained in this file is described in Table B. 1. Only the fmt 10
lines are read by the data analysis program. This file is given a .INF sufnx.
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Table B.1.

1

-pie

SPM irnageNefonnat

Revised INF file format-

1

1

Description

UntitIed

image description

0.00

STM bias potential in volts

0.15

Set point in voIts

39990.3

x dimension in nanometres

39990.3

y dimension in nanometres

256

Number of sampIes in x

256

Number of samples in y

23276

Maximum d u e in EXP

-

-

-

-

1 Minimum value in EXP
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2486.29

r dimension in nanometres or voIts, as appropriate

800.0

Lifk height in nanometres

1997:08:15

Date image acquired

1 2:24:40

T i e image acquired

